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A SURVEY OF SIXTEEN MILLIMETER FILMS AVAILABLE
FOR SEVEN BUSINESS EDUCATION SUBJECTS TAUGHT IN HIGH SCHOOLS
I. Introduction
Films have been produced and are being produced for educational
purposes. Even at the time that this paper is being varitten the
Eric Johnston office in Hollywood is working in association with
five major book-publishing firms and Yale University in sponsoring a
project to find the best way of using films for educational purposes.
Their project which will cost over $1^0,000 entails the production
of five sample films, using different techniques—the documentary,
animation, live action, etc., in the fields of biology, history,
civics, physics, and mathematics.
In the fiold of business education at least one article on audio-
visual education appears in each issue of one of the monthly profes-
sional business education magazines. Other business education
magazines frequently have articles on audio-visual teaching aids.
The teacher of a business education subject would welcome a film to
help her students learn if other aids were not suitable. To seek out
a film that might be used is a task that consumes valuable time and
requires references not always obtainable. Not to have a list of films
to refer to when one is needed to aid in the achieving of the aims of
the course may cause an instructor to get a film, which he thinks is
good, and to change his aims or schedule to fit the film into his
1
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subject. As Don T. Deal, Head of the Commercial Department of Trenton
High School, Trenton, New Jersey, states in an article on principles to
be used in selecting appropriate teaching materials: "The material
should be selected for the 3ole purpose of aiding in the achievement
of the aim3 and objectives of the course. Do not adjust the course
to the materials.
. A reference list of films available for a
particular subject will assist the teacher in selecting materials in
order to meet trie objectives of the course. This reference list will
also sliow what there is available at the present time in educational
films for seven business subjects.
r Deal, Don T.
,
"Criteria to be Used in the Selection of Teaching
Materials." The Balance Sheet 22j January I9I1I, p, 202.
—— —
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II. Scope
There are many teaching aids available for use in the various
subjects that make up the business education field. Some of them are
the 16mm motion picture, the opaque projector, the lantern slide
projector with home-made slides as well as professional slides, the
popular two by two and thirty-five millimeter film strip projector,
the recording, the poster, the bulletin board, the textbook, the
workbook, the educational trip, and the demonstration. All exist
but for one purposes to get the student to learn what the teacher
desires him to learn. Writing about the value of visual aids,
Gertrude Forrester states:
Visual aids have opened unlimited possibilities
for enriching and varying the study of occupations. TJiey
give reality to an occupation because they make a situa-
tion appear vivid, natural, and lifelike. They clarify
discussion. Close-up views supplement the visit or field
trip and give views of workers unavailable for observation.
, . . The dramatic continuity of the motion picture is a
potent factor contributing to its instructional value.
The motion and animation, as well as the devices of sound,
color, slow motion, and nicrophotography, are admirably
adapted to picturing men and women at their work.-**
There is but one aid under consideration in this paper. The
sixteen millimeter motion picture, which seems to be more publicised
as an audio-visual aid than the others. Only the 16mm. size is con-
sidered because it is the accepted film size for school room use.
To include all subjects which are listed as business education
subjects by various state departments, school systems, and teacher-
training institutions vrould be an endless task. Therefore, to keep
the survey within limits that can be handled, only seven business
1. Forrester, Gertrude. METHODS OF VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE. D. 0. Heath
Company, Boston, Mass., 19ULj p. l£.
.
y
subjects are used. Commercial education brings to raind the subjects
of shorthand, typewriting, and bookkeeping* So these three are the
first group for which films have been selected. The other subjects,
which have been considered individually, are general business, com-
mercial law, salesmanship, and economic geography. Because of the
large number of films which arc suitable for the subjects of general
business and economic geography, these two subjects are treated by
topic. That is to say that the films listed as suitable for these
two subjects are arranged within each subject according to the units
in which the subject is usually divided.
The Maryland State Department of Education Bulletin, BUSINESS
EDUCATION IN MARYLAND HIGH SCHOOLS?* was of lialp in selecting the
subjects, the aims of the subjects, and the topics within the subject.
1. BUSINESS EDUCATION IN MARYLAND HIGH SCHOOLS. State Department of
Education, Baltimore, Maryland, Vol 23, No. 1, I9I4I.
.• :»
.
'
!
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III. Source of the films
The films used in this listing came from the current editions of
two annual catalogs of educational films and from several magazines.
The catalogs used were*
1. Cook, Dorothy E., and Sroith, Eva R., compilers. EDUCATIONAL
FILM GUIDE. (Formerly EDUCATIONAL FILM CATALOG. ) Fifth
edition. New York £2* H. W. Wilson Co., 19U5. 490 p.
2. Educational Screen. 1,000 AND ONE: BLUE BOOK OF NON
THEATRICAL FILMS, I9kk-16. Vol. 20 (annual) Chicago*
Educational Screen, 19UU. loU p.
Tiie magazines used were*
1. The Balance Sheet. Vol. XXI - XXVII (monthly) Cincinnati
j
South-Western Publishing Company, September 1939 - May 19ij6.
2. Tho Business Education World. Vol. XX - XXVI (monthly)
New York* The Gregg Publishing Company, September 1939 -
May 19li6.
3. The Educational Screen. Vol. XIX - XXV (monthly) Chicago;
Educational Screen, January 19l*0 - May 19li6.
U. The Film and Radio Discussion Guide. Vol. VII - XII
(monthly) Newark* Educational and Recreational Guides,
Inc., October 1939 - June I9 I46 .
5. Tiie Journal of Business Education. Vol. XV - XXII (monthly)
Wilkes-Barre* Robert C. Trethaway., September 1939 - June 19hS.
Besides these primary sources numerous film catalogs of distrib-
uting and rental agencies were checked. There was also a booklet called
MOTION PICTURES AND OTHER VISUAL AIDS FOR BUSINESS EDUCATION by Lawrence
Van Horn published in 1939 by the Business Education World which was
consulted. This sixteen page booklet, which may be obtained without
cost from the Business Education World, 270 Madison Avenue, New York
City by asking for Service Booklet Number Ten, contained descriptive
notes on visual aids for various aspects of business education
’
including bookkeeping, office practice, credit, salesraanaliip, and
typewriting.
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IV. Method used in selecting the films
The first source consulted was the EDUCATIONAL FILM GUIDE. All
the films in thi3 catalog were checked to see if the film was listed
as a motion picture satisfactory for shorthand, typewriting, sales-
manship, commercial law, bookkeeping, general business, or economic
geography. If the film was listed as suitable for one or more of
these subjects, it v/as recorded on an index card. It was found that
many films might be s’litable for one of the subjects under considera-
tion but were listed under a different category. Therefore, it was
necessary to set up the aims of the various subjects. These aims
were determined by consulting various textbooks in each subject matter
and the bulletin published by the State Department of Education of
Maryland, BUSINESS EDUCATION IN MARYLAND HIGH SCHOOLS. 1 The aims
used for each subject in surveying the films were*
Shorthand
Beginning
1. To acquire an ability to read shorthand intelligently
and rapidly.
2. To develop the ability to write repetition material.
3. To develop correct methods in taking dictation.
4 . To develop the ability to transcribe.
Advanced
1. To increase shorthand writing speed.
2. To increase the rates of transcription.
3. To develop specialized vocabularies.
U. To promote desirable personal habits, attitudes, and
business etiquette.
5. To increase the student 1 s knowledge and application of
business procedures and practices.
Typewriting
1. To gain a knowledge of the use of the operating parts
and care of the machine
.
1. Ibid., pp. 20-30
,
-
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2. To acquire a rapid and accurate operating technique
in using a typewriter.
3. To develop the ability to apply good English grammar in
typewritten work.
k. To produce work artistic in form and arrangement.
5. To know the various letter forris and business forms
and personal use material.
6. To develop for personal use value, the ability to com-
pose at the mac .line personal letters, outlines, reports
and manuscripts.
Bookkeeping
l. To provide training in the use of business papers,
forms, vouchers, and reports employed in personal
record keeping activities.
2. To develop the ability to keep bookkeeping records of
the family, school, church, club, artisan, profes-
sional man, secretary, salesman, etc.
3. To develop the ability to keep records of such small
individual business as retail stores, farms, filling
stations, florists, restaurants, and barber shops.
4. To give information concerning employment opportuni-
ties for bookkeepers and accountants.
J>. To develop systematic habits of neatness and accuracy.
6. To acquire legibility and speed in writing and print-
ing with ease.
General Business
1. To give information about everyday business services
and activities.
2. To show the relation between business and the com-
munity.
3. To give information about the buying of goods and
services that every consumer should have.
k. To provide educational and vocational guidance.
2 . To develop desirable attitudes and ideals for conduct
in business and social situations.
6. To develop people who can choose insurance wisely and
keep personal and family budgets.
Commercial La¥/
l. To famialiriae the student with the origin, meaning,
and application of business law in order to help him
avoid legal difficulties.
2. To train pupils to use common business and legal forms
such as negoitable instruments and simple contracts.
3. To acquaint pupils with the organization advantages,
jurisdiction, and use of different courts.
4. To develop a respect for law and authority and a desire
that justice and fair treatment be accorded to all
people.
•V
*
-
*
3
u
5 . To acquaint the future citizen with the duties and
responsibilities which the law imposes upon each indi-
vidual.
Salesmanship
1. To instill a knowledge of the general principles of
selling that apply to retailing.
2. To develop the ability to soli to the satisfaction of
the proprietor, the customer, and the salesperson.
3. To acquaint the students with the many opportunities
for advancement in the selling field.
U. To help the student in developing a pleasing person-
ality and a neat business-like manner of dress.
£. To develop an understanding of the principles of
store management.
6. To aid the pupils in becoming more efficient consumers
through their study of high pressure salesmanship and
questionable advertising.
Economic Geography
1. To acquaint pupils with the relationship which exists
between natural environmental factors and man* 3 economic
activities.
2. To give the students an understanding of local, state,
national, and international problems related to production.
3. To give pupils an understanding of the production,
transportation, manufacturing, and consumption of
economic goods.
U. To teach sufficient place and physical geography to
make possible the efficient teaching of economic geog-
raphy,
5>. To give the students an understanding of the inter-
dependence of people and countries and to show pos-
sible social and political influences.
After the survey of films appearing in the EDUCATIONAL FILM
GUIDE was completed, a similar survey was made of the catalog 1,000
AMD QME, and then a check was made of the magazines listed on page
four of this paper. Whenever a film was found that had not already
been listed on an index card, a card was made out and filed. The
index cards were filed alphabetically. Each card contained a notation
indicating the subjects that it was applicable to. After all the
sources had been reviewed for possible motion pictures, the index cards
were examined twice to locate duplicate cards, errors, films not
j
22/
applicable, and films that were suitable for more than one subject.
Next the index cards wiiich listed films relevant to t ypewriting,
shorthand, and bookkeeping were withdrawn from the full list. These
films were typed alphabetically to form the first section. All films
which could be u3od in other subjects bo3ide3 these three then under
consideration were returned to the original file. The 3ane ^rocess
was repeated in recording the films for commercial law and salesmanship.
In the cataloging of the motion pictures for economic geography and
general business the cards were arranged according to topic matter
within the subjects. If a film was equally applicable to two or more,
topics, it was entered under each topic.

23/
V. When should a film be used?
It must be remembered that a film is but an aid and not a sub-
stitute teacher. It is a learning device and not entertainment. To
receive the greatest benefit from a film it lia3 to be used in the
proper place, it has to be properly introduced, and it has to be
followed-up by a discussion of its relation to the learning task.
D. C, Doane in a master's thesis made 71 experimental studies
in seeking out the desirable characteristics of educational motion
pictures, and he came to the conclusion that:
1. The proper film properly used at the rig it time and
place—when the need arises—can be of invaluable
assistance to the teacher and to the educational
program as a whole
.
2 . Under the above conditions the film can teach the material \#
within its province in less time than the usual meth ods.
3. Increased interest in the lesson presented by motion
pictures has been generally noted.
U. Under the limits of condition one, the film is superior to
other methods of presentation for the teaching of facts.
£. The motion picture is at its best in the presentation
of items dealing with action or activity.
6. The film is inferior to an actual demonstration in
teac dug how to perform an activity.
7. There is little or no advantage in presenting familiar
material—material that falls within the experience of
the learner—in the form of a motion picture.
6. The film is inferior in presenting collections of facts
such 03 are usually exhibited in map3, tables, and non-
moving diagrams, to a reproduction of the same data in
static form coupled with explanation by the teacher.
9. To be effective the film should provide for further _
pupil activity, should present a challenging problem.
Points six, seven, and eight support the idea that even films have
limitations.
Sven the armed forces in their training programs did not use
the motion picture as frequently as other types of visaul aids. They
1. Doane, D. C.> "Desirable Characteristics of Educational Motion
Pictures," unpublished Master's Thesis, Stanford University,
Palo Alto, California, 193U. pp. 3£ - hO»
.-
.
<
.
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used huge charts, graphic portfolios, posters, models, actual objects,
pictures, cartoons, map3, and demonstration. But, however, as one
writer points out, "The greatest influence that Army and Navy training
methods have had on schools seems to be in the field of visual educa-
tion particularly in the use of more training films.”! p. A. Witty
and 5. Goldberg in an article about the use of visual aids in the army
wrote that effective visual aids*
1. Prepared to elucidate, emphasize, or demonstrate
specific points or fact.
2. Were appropriate to the material being presented.
3. Were interesting, clear, and legible,
h. Were of suitable size for the class.
5. Were generally inexpensive and durable.
2
Elizabeth Goudy and Francis W. Noel in an article on the evalua-
tion of visual aids give the following six questions an instructor
should ask himself in selecting an aid.
1. Will tlds aid help ray students to achieve the desired
objectives?
2. Is its content within the maturity range of my
students?
3. Is the content effectively and interestingly presented?
. Is the information accurate?
5. Are the techniques or skills correct? -
. Is the length of time required for using the aid suitable?-*
E. Dana Gibson in an article in the Balance dhoet states*
Any aid that is constructed should take into
consideration the subject matter being taught in the
average classroom. It must produce units that lend
themselves to presentation within the average class
period and still allow time for adequate discussion, .
, An add is an aid, nothin more. It caiinot teach alone.
Films can best present an overview of a topic.
1. Roberts, Donald R., “Po t War Business Department Changes."
American Business Education, Vol. 2, Dec. 19hz>» pp. 106 - 108.
2. Witty, P« A. and Goldberg, S., "The Use of Visual Aids in Special
Training Units in the Army. ” Journal of Educational Psychology.
Vol. 35, 19liU, pp. 82 - 90.
3. Goudy, Elizabeth and Noel, Francis W., “Evaluating Audio-Visual
Aids." Tiie Business Education World, Vol. 2h April 19bh pp U38 - Uitl.
U. Gibson, E. Dana., "Where Shall We Go In Audio-Visual Business
Education.” Bio Balance Sheet. Vol. 27 Jan. 19U5 PP 230- 232.

When the course is being planned for the coming school year,
thought should be given at the time to the films that would be valu-
able in achieving the aims. Films that are going to be rented should be
booked several months before they are going to be used because of the
great demand for films by schools and other agencies. However, as
Brun3tetter stated: "Day by day planning, as well as the long range,
preliminary outlining of the approach, is also an essential if the unit
is to proceed steadily toward its objectives. "2- As the course pro-
gresses an instructor can tell whether or not aids are needed.
In the book VISUALIZING THE CURRICULUM it is pointed out that:
The value of visual aids is a function of their
degree of reality. In other words, visual aids are
effective in instruction to the degree that they ap-
proach reality of experience . Conversely, the more
they are removed from reality of experience, tho
more ineffective they are. Reality of experience
is often considered only as objective reality, i.e.,
the real tiling can be jjerceived by the individual.
Rather reality is subjective. The experience must be
real to the child.
2
In a book by Dale, Dunn, iioban and Schneider it is stated that
after surveying the articles being written in magazines it can be
concluded that films in secondary schools are serving the following
purposes*
1. As a background for a unit.
2. To stimulate interest or develop an appreciation.
3. As actual teaching aids, or direct sources of information.
4. To sensitize students to social problems.
5. As aids to pupil activity.
6. As review of a unit.
7. For testing.
3
1. Brunstetter, 15. R,, HOW TO USE THE EDUCATIONAL SOUND FILM.,
University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 111. 1937. p. 13.
2. Hoban, C. F., Hoban, C. F., Jr., and Zisaan, S. B. VISUALIZING
THE CURRICULUM. Cordon Co., New York, 1937, p. 22.
3. Dale, E., Dunn, F. W.> Hoban, C. F., Jr., and Schneider, E.,
MOTION PICTURES IN EDUCATION: A SUMMARY OF THE LITERATURE.
H. W. Wilson, New York, 1937, p. 183 .

w
The motion picture is but an aid. It does not supplant the
teacher. It is not entertainment. The film is selected to fit the
aims. Films can be used to
1. Introduce a unit of work.
2. Review a unit of work.
3. Increase the interest of the students in the work.
iw Present material characterized by action and activity.
5. Present situations that in direct contact might be dan-
gerous, very complicated, too snail, too fast, too slow.
6. Present places and conditions that could not be seen ef-
fectively in another manner.
7. Give authority to the words and demonstrations of the
instructor.
3. Test,
'
VI. How to use the listings
The films listed in section one are for the basic business
Subjects of shorthand* typewriting, and bookkeeping. Films that are
suitable for office practice, stenography, and accounting are also
included in this group because of the relationship of these subjects.
Section two contains the films for general business arranged
according to the following topics*
1. Conraunication
2 . Transportation
3. Money and Credit
U. Thrift and Investments including wise consumer buying
3 . Insurance
6. Interrelation of Business and the Comnmdty
7. Business Ownership and Management
8. Store Services arid Selling
9. Filing, BusinQ33 Letter Forms, Office Procedure, Facts and
Where to Find Them.
10. Ethics of Business
11. Personal Relations in School, At Home, In Business.
12. Planning for a Future in the Business World.
The films for commercial law are in section three, and the films
for salesmanship 32,0 in section four.
Economic geography films are found in section five alphabetically
arranged within the following sections*
1
.
Agriculture
grains, vegetables, fruits, sugar, coffee, tea, cacao,
tobacco, oils from seeds and fruits, livestock, dairy
products, etc.
2, Forestry
wood, rubber, paper, miscellaneous woods, and products
of trees.

3. Mining and Manufacturing
iron, copper, tin, lead, zinc, nickel, aluminum, magnesium,
and other metallic minerals.
U. Ocean Fishing
Power
electric, oil, coal, water, the use of power.
6. Recreational Activities
7. Trade, Transportation, and Communication
8* Regional Geography
United States and territories. North ar.d .South America,
Europe, Africa, A3ia, Australia
If a film applies to several subjects, it is listed in each subject
section*
In using a film consideration is given to the length of the film,
the price of the film, the producer, the date of production, and the
contents of the film. Wherevor possible this information has been
provided. If the film is silent or sound, And if the film is colored,
also has been indicated. All films in this paper are sixteen ndllimeter
films. Sound films can not be used on silent film projectors, but
silent films can be used on both silent and sound motion picture pro-
jectors.
To find out if there is a film dealing vith the particular infor-
mation that is desired, turn to the particular subject field and examine
the films therein. If there is ouch a film axisiant, check with your
local film distributing agency to see if they have trie film. In the
listing only the first source is given. For other sources check either
the 1,000 AND ONE catalog or the EDUCATICHAL FILM GUIDE. If the film
can be secured from a local agency, the next step would be the use of
the film. The intelligent use of the film is important if it is to
'
succeed in its task. In a study of student
1
s reactions to class dis-
cussion or 3tudy period on the content of a film it .ms found that:
"These data clearly reveal that in most groups of pupils the majority
believe that a class discussion or a study period would enable them
bettor to understand the film."-1- The writer went on to give eight
points to follow in using a film. They are
1. Select and use films which make a direct contribu-
tion to the subject.
2. Before projecting a particular film, male© certain
that the pupils have a clear idea of why the film is
being soown and what it is they are expected to see.
3. Show the film and provide an atmosphere conducive
to a careful viewing,
U. Follow the projection by a period during which the
teacher can point out facts and relate the content.
!?. Project the film for the second time.
6. Further discussion with supplemental matter being
brought in.
7. Summarize the content of the film.
8. Examination.
Ettinger stated the following in his column "Film Guide for Business
Teachers" in the Journal of Business Education :
1. Preview tlie film-~familiariz e yourself with it.
2. Select the film to fit the course. (Twenty minutes
in length should be bettor and contribute more than
any other type of aid or method available.)
3. Study the training aids guide.
U. Plan introductory remarks: How to infora the class.
What the film will show. Why it is being saown. What
they are expected to get out of it,
9. Obtain the necessary equipment and assistants before
the class gets there.
6. Prepare the class to see the film.
7. Project the film.
8. Promote class discussion.
9. Resliow the film if necessary,
10,
Check on the learning. (Important points in the film,
not incidentals.)
2
1. Park, Joe. "Getting More Value From Classroom Films. u The
Clearing House. Vol, 20 Nov. 19h$, pp. 172 - 173.
2. Ettinger, Clifford, "Film Guide for Business Teacners." Tlie
Journal of Business Education. Vol. 21 Oct. 19hh9 p 26.
.(
VXX. Tho Listings

FILMS FOR SHORTHAND, TYPEWRITING, AND BOONKESPING
Directions: All films in this group are 16mm films listed alphabe-
tically. Color films are indicated by the word “color 11 in the
description. The abbreviations used are sd—sound, si—silent,
sd/si—sound or silent, min—minutes, r—reel. The sale price is
given if known. The rental price is given if known and has the word
“rent" before the fee. The subject that the film is suitable for
is indicated by an MX” in one of the columns at the left of the
page. The letter 11SH is for shorthand, «Ta for typewriting, and
“B“ for bookkeeping. The code of the primary source is on page 112.
!.
’
FILMS FOR SHORTHAND, TYPEWRITING, AND BOOKKEEPING
20/
B
X
Title and Description
ADVANCED TYPING—DUPLICATING AND MANUSCRIPT.
2$ min sd $33*89 Castle 19Uu Produced by De Frenes for the
US Navy. Shows the making of masters for duplicating
macliines including corrections, accessories, methods of
duplicating and typing manuscripts.
X ADVANCED TYPING—SHORTCUTS.
35 min sd $33*76 Castle I9J4I4. Produced by De Frenes for the
US Navy. Stresses good posture, arrangement of equipment,
and the use of the equipment . Covers tabulation, carbons,
erasures, insertions, typing cards, labels, etc.
X BASIC TYPING—MACHINE OPERATION.
30 min sd $26.65 Castle 19Ui. Produoed by De Frenes for the
US Navy. A demonstration of correct stroking at 35 to 180
words par minute. Principal parts of the typewriters and
their use.
X BASIC TYPING METHODS.
30 min sd $27.71 Castle 19UU. Produced by De Frenes for the
US Navy. Shows correct posture, fingering, use of shift
key, backspacer, tabulator, etc., insertion of paper and
carbons. Uses various kinds of typewriters.
X BETTER TYPING.
10 min sd $2£ YAF I9I46. Illustrates basic points in beginning
typings posture, use of the raacnine, rhythm and word patterns
for improving 3peed and accuracy.
X BOOKKEEPING AND ACCOUNTING.
11 min sd VGF 19U5. A narration film by Vocational
Guidance Films, Inc. describing the work of the bookkeeper
and the accountant, their tool3, their education and train-
ing, and possible advancement in the field. Shows record
keeping in homes, small company, and large business.
BUSINESS MACHINES.
1 r si rent $2 YMGA. Brief views of the operation of the
following: Dictaphone, IBM typewriter, Graphotype making
metal addressing plates, addressing machines, billing
machines. Comptometer, Monroe, Sundstrand and Hollerith
machine.
X CAN YOU READ GREGG?
1 r si rent $2 IMCA. Shows the technique used by successful
stenographers. Shows incorrect and correct methods. Most
of the scenes are of shorthand notes at varied speeds.

B3 2
X
Filins for Shorthand, Typewriting and Bookkeeping
CHAMPIONSHIP TYPING.
15 min 3i $50 rent $2 YWCA. A demonstration by Grace Phelan,
one of the world* s champion amateur typists, in alow motion
at speeds from I4O to 200 words per minute.
X CHAMPIONS WHITE.
15 min sd rent $2 Gregg 19ill. A film presentation of eight
of the country' s outstanding shorthand writers.
X X CHARM AND PERSONALITY PLUS CHARACTER.
Color or black and white. 37 rain sd/si rent $6.25 - $12.50
Film Associates 19oii. Shows how to have a pleasing appear-
ance; to be a good conversationalist; have good manners;
build a good character by clean living, thinking, speech,
and sportsmanship.
X CHECK AND DOUBLE CHECK.
17 min sd color loan US Secret Service 19U5. Shows the methods
used by check theives and forgers. Offers a number of spec-
ific practical suggestions for avoiding check losses because
of theft and forgery.
X CORRECT SHORTHAND TECHNIQUE.
1 r si Cinelab Inc 1939. Shows correct position of the hand
in the writing of various Gregg symbols. Blackboard demon-
strations, class demonstrations, skilled and unskilled.
X X DISCIPLINE: GIVING ORDERS.
15 min sd $1U.10 Castle 19iiU. Shows the results of poor and
good discipline in the office and how to attain good discip-
line by giving orders pleasantly and intelligently.
X X X EASTITJ FILM PRESENTS.
16 min sd loan Ea 19il0. A thorough presentation of the
operation of a film booking agency. From the time an order
is received until the film is shipped out and returned.
Shows the need for records and the importance of time.
X EIGHT PARTS OF A BUSINESS LETTER.
12 min sd $2U rent $1.50 Gut 19U|. Covers the handling of
mail, why letter forms are standardized, differences between
business and social letters, and business letter forms.
X FIT AND FAIR.
2 r color sd loan IMCA. Produced for Richard Hudnut by
Films for Industry, Inc. Pictures good posture and good
grooming. Covers the basic rules of health and beauty with
«do*s n and "don'ts" of posture, poise, diet, and grooming.
Primarily for teen-age girls.
.I* f»-
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X GALLUP POLL.
10 rain ad TFC. Opens with a discussion of the Gallup Poll.
Dr. Gallup 13 presented and briefly states the objects and
benefits. Views of the office in operation with girl
clerks sorting, filing, and counting returns. Scenes of
the field force in operation interviewing various persons.
X HELP WANTED.
22 n&n sd TFC a MGM film. Demonstrates the injustices of
employment agency rackets and shows the careful police
methods used in convicting the offenders through a 3tory
of one of the rackets.
HONEST! 13 THE BEST POLICY?
10 rain si rent $l«f?0 RFA 1939. Designed to stimulate dis-
cussion on attitudes and on vocational guidance, this film
is a dramatic interpretation of a life situation in which
the problem of honesty arises. Produced at St. Lawrence
Sumer School.
X THE HOUSE WITHOUT A LANDLORD.
3 r si rent $3 C.L. Depicts the varied cooperative activ-
ities of souks of the members of the Amalgamated Clothing
Workers Union. Activities center about t o apartment
houses cooperatively built in the Bronx in New York City.
Various cooperative enterprises connected with it are seen.
X X HOW TO iiUNT A JOB.
25> min si rent $2 Cal 1938. Produced by Oakland Public
School, Oakland, California. Gives pointers on how to
find jobs showing the various job sources.
HOW TO OPERATE MIMEOGRAPH DUPLICATOR 91.
20 rain sd $70 rent $2.f>0 BEVA. Shows through closeups the
preparation of stencils on the typewriter, use of the
illuminated drawing board, operation of the mimeograph
duplicator, and the care of the machine. Some samples of
excellent mimeograph work are seen.
I WANT TO BE A SECRETARY.
19 irdn sd black and white or color $79 and $110 Coronet
19l;3. Discusses the clerical aptitudes giving information
as to how you can discover your chances for success in this
field.
X KNOW YOUR TYPEWRITER.
h$ min sd Harmon. Shows ten different types of workers in
their usual surroundings using typewriters as it explains
the parts of the typewriters. Correct posture is shown,
speed shots, and slow motion shots.

2/
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Film3 for Shorthand, Typewriting, and Bookkeeping
INCW TOUR TYPEVfRITER.
30 rain 3d Fed 3oc 1944- Covers paper feeding, touch con-
trol, setting tab 3tops, ribbon changing, noi3ele33 machine
insertions, centering, headings, paper bail, card attach-
ments. Purpose i3 to increase personal efficiency.
X
X
MACHINE TRANXREPTION—MAC I ilNE OPERATION.
15 min sd $14.67 Castle 1944. Produced by De Frenes for the
US Navy. Explains the parts of the dictation and trans-
cribing machines and how to use them. Shows haw to
resurface wax cylinders on the shaving machine.
MACHINE TRAMSCRIPTION—TRANSCRIPTION TECHNIQUE.
15 min sd $19.86 Castle 1944. Produced by De Frenes for the
US Navy. Shows the correct method of dictating for begin-
ners and experienced tran3criptioni3ts. Points are given on
the dictator^ voice and intelligent use of controls.
X MAINTENANCE OF OFFICE MAC HUES.
35 rain 3d $33.89 Castle 1944. Produced for the US Navy.
Shows how machines can be protected against dust, dirt,
carelessness and other enemies of office machines. How to
change ribbons, protecting platens, and caring for dictating
machines.
X MAKING MONEY AND KNOW YOUR MONEY.
30 min sd loan US Secret Service 1941. Shows the production
of currency, what happens to worn-out money, how tom and
burned currency is identified. Points out the differences
between good money and counterfeit money and how to pro-
tect yourself against counterfeiters and check forgers.
X MAN AND HIS JOB.
18 rain sd $£o rent $3 Bra F. Produced by the National film
board of Canada. Traces the problem of unemployment from
the depression years of the twenties to the present. Shows
the rise and function of unemployment insurance.
X MANAGING THE FAMILY INCOME.
38 rain sd loan Mod 1941. By Jam Handy for Household Finance.
Shows haw an ordinary family makes a plan for spending their
income; how they meet the unexpected emergencies and how
they make adjustments and stick to their plan until it
brings them to the goals they have 3et for themselves.
X MARKETING LIVESTOCK COOPERATIVELY
.
20 rain sd color loan Farm Credit Admin 1942. The story of
the livestock industry and cooperative marketing. Gives
quite a few details on credit, organisation, buying, and
selling.
'.
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MEN AND JOBS.
10 min sd rant frees Local Field Office Social Security
Board, Describes in detail the work of the U. S. Employment
Service. Shows the procedure in registering and obtaining
employment.
X MEN AND MONET.
30 sain 3d rent YMCA 19li0 Through drawn still pictures the
history of credit is traced from earliest times to modern
times. Explains the reason for loan companies, why they
have to charge the interest rates they do, and the value of
legislation regulating interest rates on loaning money.
Discusses personal loan departments of banks and cooperative
credit bureaus.
MINUTES ARB PENNIES.
10 min cinecolor sd Forum Films. Deals with the basic
methods of work as observed in a large office. Shows one
office where carelessness and lack of responsibility pre-
vail. In the second part, it shews an office where efficiency
and economy of time are emphasized.
X MOTION STUDY APPLIED TO LETTER INDEXING.
1 r sd free TVA. Shows the application of the rules on the
indexing of letters. Gives an idea of what a large office
is like. Rather old (about 1935) so that the styles of
women’ s clothes are odd.
X MOTION STUDY OF THE DVORAK SIMPLIFIED KEYBOARD.
2f? rain si rent $2 Ur&v of Washington. Begins with the
Sholes first typewriter and shows the similarity of the
first keyboard with today’s standard keyboard. Rest of
the film is a comparison of the simplified keyboard with
the standard keyboard and the advantages of the simplified.
X NEW HAMPSHIRE’ S HERITAGE.
18 min sd loan Savings bank assn of N.H. 19U0. The story of
N.H. character and the part it has played in industrial
progress and the creation of homes for our people. 3 ows the
neighborly functions of a savings bank in the community
.
NEW VOICE FOR MR. X.
30 rain sd loan Bell 19l*Q. The 3tory of how one man cones to
realize the importance of a good sounding telephone voice in
business. Also shows good telephone habits in handling
telephone calls.
X NOW FOR TOMORROW.
3 r si rent $3 per day. Harmon Foundation. Presents the
case for thrift and insurance. Investment in annuities for
nurses. In story form. Ties in with social security,
savings, and insurance.

B Films for Shorthand, Typewriting, and Bookkeeping
OLD AGE AND FAMILY SECURITY.
10 min sd loan Social Security Board 19U1. A description
of federal old-age and survivors insurance and the way it
operates.
X PEOPLE’S BANK.
20 min sd $30 Canada 19Ui. A description of the growth of
credit unions in fishing, mining, farming, and industrial
communities and settlements of Canada. Farm and town families
take part to 3haw how this form of community cooperation has
helped solve emergency problems and local business manage-
ment problems.
X PROPERTY TAXATION, THE ARITMKTIC OF TAXES.
10 min sd EBF 19ii6. Designed for 7> 8, and 9th grades.
Shows services provided by local government for which people
pay taxes. The financing for current expenses and expenses
for permanent improvements. Deter mining property taxes,
who determines the tax rate. Shows the real life setting
for arithmetic examples on property taxation. Animation
used in explanations.
X THE SENTINEL.
l£ min si loan New Haven 1939. Detailed study of how a
school paper is written, printed, and circulated. Scen-
ario, photography, and editing ought to stimulate the
production of school-made films.
X SIGN OF DEPENDABLE CREDIT.
20 rain sd $18 Castle 19Ul. A USDA film. Shows how the
Production Credit Association was organised and how it
operates. Encourages people to go into fanning and to
borrow money from government supervised loan associations.
X SOCIAL SECURITY.
10 min sd apply TFC. A Columbia production. A factual
explanation of the Social Security Act showing the way it
operates. Begins with the passage of the Act. Ends with
the payment of checks to beneficiaries.
X
SUBJECT, VERB, OBJECT.
13 min si color $f?2 Mitchell 19iil. Placed' for review and
remedial purposes. Uses vocabulary of the Uth grade to get
across the difficult concepts of English grammar.
TAKE A LETTER MISS BROWN.
23 rain sd rent free. Presentation only by operator or
representative of Stenotype Company. Produced in Hollywood.
Tells the story of recording the words of others from the day
when the troubador recounted heroic deeds of knights to the
stenotypist of today. Compares the handwriting gentleraan of
colonial times, the spoedwriting Gibson girl, the shorthand
stenographer and the stenotypist.
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Ellina for Shorthand, Type-Writing, and Bookkeeping
TAKE A LETTER. PLEASE—HOW TO DICTATE.
15 min sd 420.14* Castle 191*1*. Shows how incorrect methods of
dictation can ruin a stenographer’ s morale and waste time.
Done in an amusing manner.
X TEACHING BEGINNERS HOW TO TYPEWRITE.
15 rain si rent $2.50 Ginelab Inc 1939. Aim is to improve
typing techniques. Shows correct and incorrect metaods of
skill formation in typing. Correct and incorrect methods of
typewriting are emphatically demonstrated. Correct stroking
technique i3 shown. Good slow motion analyses. Writings up
to 100 words per minute.
X X TRICKS OF THE TRADE FOR TYPISTS.
15 rain si rent $2 YMCA 19l*0. Shows the nrthocis used by
professionals to speed up their work. Backfeeding,
notching carbons, card flipping, etc.
X HPING FILM.
31 min si rent $3.50 CCBE. Pupils memorize “There are many
things to be considered when learning to listen” and reach,
home, down, home, reach, down, reach. During the showing
of the film students at their typewriters participate with
the demonstration in the film.
X X THE VOICE OF THE CITY.
12 min sd free local Bell Telephone Co. Shows various as-
pects of telephone service in New York City. Uses of the
uele hone, complexity of the telephone system, explanation
of the dial system, use of the switchboard. Gives an appre-
ciation of the effort and skill in back of our telephone
system.
MAT’S AN OFFICE ANYWAY?
3 r sd free YMCA. Gives a rough idea of what it i3 like to
work in an office through publicity on office equipment.
X WORLD CHAMPION TYPIST ALBERT TANGORA III ACTION.
1 r si 12-15 min rent free Royal Typewriter Co. Views of
the Royal typewriter and Mr. Tangora seating himself at the
machine and demonstrating rhythm in typing at 1*0-60-80-11*0
w.p.m. Excellent closeups of rapid action in regular and
slow motion.
X YOUR DOLLARS—IN UNIFORM!
19 rain sd loan Savings bank 19U2. Opens with a deposit
being made in a bank. Shows the various ways the bank may
invest that deposit. Traces the development of savings banks
from their founding in 1010 to today.

27/
FILMS FOR GENERAL BUSINESS
Directions: All films in th±3 group are 16mm films listed alpha-
betically within one of the following categories:
Topic Page
1. Communication 28
2. Transportation 30
3. Money and Credit 35
ij.. Thrift said Investments
including wise consumer buying 37
5* Insurance 39
6. Interrelation of Business and the Community hO
7. Business Ownership and Management U2
8. Store Services and Selling lil*
9. Filing, Business Letter Fonas, Office
Procedure, Facts and Where to Find Than b$
10* Ethics of Business lj6
11. Personal Relations in School, at Home,
in Business 1$
12. Planning for a Future in the Business World k9
Color films are indicated by the word “color” in the description.
The abbreviations used are sd—sound, si—-silent, sd/si—sound or
silent, min—minutes, r—reel, The sale price is given if known.
The rental price is given if known and has the word ”rent” before
t ie fee. The code of the primary source is on page 112.
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FILMS FOR GENERAL BUSINESS
28/
- Communication -
AIR WAVES.
10 min 3d loan Ganz 1939. Produced by Pathe. Narrates the story
of radio broadcasting from the beginning to 1939. Ends with a
trip through the NBC studios of Radio City, N. Y.
COMMUNICATION
.
10 min sd EBF l9h2. Shows the most important points in the
story of man*s human comminication . Devices used, and the social,
cultural, and economic effects are pictured.
LESSONS FROM THE AIR.
18 min sd rent 75$* BIS 19U5. The broadcasting of educational
programs to schools over the BBC in Britain. Lessons in history,
geography, architecture, music. Shows the planning, execution,
and receiving of the lessons.
THE MAIL.
10 min si/sd $30/$50 rent $1/$1.50 B&H 1938. Follows a letter
from the time it is written, addressed, and mailed till it is
delivered and answered by another letter y/hich goes air nail
special delivery.
JEW VOICE FOR MR. X.
30 ndn sd loan Bell 19b0. The story of how one man come3 to
realize the importance of a good sounding telephone voice in
business. Also shows good telephone habits in handling telephone
calls.
NEWS IN THE AIR.
2^ ndn sd loan YMCA 1939. Shows the role of the "Esso Reporter"
in bringing the news to the public everyday. What takes place
before each broadcast.
NIGHT MAIL.
25 min sd $26 rent 75$* BIS 1936. Tells the story of an overnight
journey of a mail train as it collects anddelivers mail from
London to Glasgow. Typical incidents that occur are seen.
RADIO AND TELEVISION
10 ndn sd VGF. Shows the development of radio to its present im-
portance, especially in broadcasting mass entertainment. The
opportunities for work in the field, the preparation needed, and
the fundamental principles of radio and television.
TAKE A LETTER MISS BROWN.
23 ndn sd rent free. Presented only by operator or representative
of Stenotype Co. Produced in Hollywood. Tells the story of record-
ing tlie words of others from the day when the troubador recounted
heroic deeds of knights to the stenotypist of today. Compares the
handwriting gentleman of colonial times, the speedwriting Gibson
girl, the shorthand stenographer and the stenotypist. Might dis-
courage future shorthand students.
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Films for General Business Comunication
ffiLEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH.
10 min ad VGF. Shows the many $obs needed to keep the telephones
and telegraph in perfect working order. Shows the skill needed,
types of work, and the complexity of trie system.
mansion.
10 min sd loan Ganz 1939. A Paths production. Begins with the
experiments in television. Glimpses of television cameras in
action and home receptions. Shows the televising of a horse race.
This is a nontechnical film.
THE TRAVELS OF A POSTAGE STAMP.
10 min sd loan Office of Postmaster General. James Farley explains
the picture. Shows the making of stamps by the U.S. Government,
the sale of the stamp, the cancelling of the stamp on the letter,
the carrying of the mail by truck and train and plane, the sorting
and delivery of the mail. An acquaintanceship with the services
of the postal department.
THE VOICE OF THE CITY.
10 min sd loan Distributed by the local Bell Telephone Co. Shows
various aspects of telephone service in New York City. Dso3 of the
telephone, complexity of the telephone system, explanation of the
dial system, use of the switchboard. Gives an appreciation of the
effort and skill in back of our telephone system.
j

FILMS FOR GENERAL BUSINESS
- Transportation -
AIR LINER.
20 min sd $80 rent $3 B&H 1938* Operations at the airports;
duties of the pilot, co-pilot, and hostess. The instrument board
is explained. A story is woven throughout the film to show the
use of airplanes in business activities.
AIRPLANE CHANGES OUR WORLD MAP.
11 min sd $50 EBF 19U2. Shows how the airplane has changed the
concepts of the map of the world by reducing travel distances.
The problems of mapmakers, and a contrast of the distances between
points of the globe by land, water, and air.
AIRPLANE TRIP.
II min sd $50 EBF 1938* Takes you on a trip with a mother and her
daughter from Los Angeles to Salt Lake City by airplane. Shows
the loading of the plane, the embarkation, what occurs during the
trip, views from the plane, and the landing of the plane.
ALONG THE SANTA FE TRAIL.
15 min si/sd color loan Santa Fe Ry. Opens with a historical
prologue. Travel scenes includes New Mexico and the Grand Canyon.
A streamline train travels from Santa Fe to Los Angeles, bus from
L. A. to Bakersfield, train from Bakersfield to Oakland via the
San Joaquin valley, and bus from Oakland to San Francisco via the
Oakland bridge.
ARTERIES OF THE CITY.
II rain sd $50 EBF 19i*l. Takes up the distribution of residential
and business sections, the travel of city workers, planning
transportation, various transportation systems, the use of bridges
and tunnels, and the need for retaliations and police enforcement.
BIG CITY.
III min sd $lk rent 50$ BIS 19ii0. Life in the city of London daring
the day and night. Scenes of transportation in the city of London.
BOAT TRIP.
10 min sd $*>0 EBF 1939. A boat trip with two young children from
Albany down the Hudson River to New York. Scenes along the river,
views of boats, different parts of the boat, and a sequence on an
ocean liner being moved out of its dock by tugs.
BOATS OF THE GREAT LAKES.
15 min si $25 rent $1 Educ Film Serv 1938. Ore boats, coal boats,
freighters, auto ferries, railway ferries, and passenger steamers
are seen as they ply the lakes.
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Filins for General Business Transportation
THE BRIDGE.
30 rain sd loan CIAA 19Ui. Produced by the Foreign Policy Associa-
tion. Presents a picture of tho life of our Latin American
neighbors and the part which air transport v/ill play in developing
their future.
.’AUGHT MAPPING.
10 rain sd loan GM 19ii2. Shows how changes are made continuously
in road naps by road scouts and quick printing methods.
CITI WITHIN A CITY.
10 rain sd apply TFC. A Columbia production. A young couple
arrive at Grand Central bent on seeing the sights of New York City.
They take a tour of Radio City and Rockefeller Center. Shot3 of
all the buildings
,
views from the RCA bldg., inside NBC, the Music
Hall , etc
.
DEVELOPMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
.
10 rain sd $30 BBF 1939. Covers tho transportation developments in
the U.S. during the past 130 years. Developments of railroads
and highways are featured. Also includes the airplane and its
potentialities
.
DO YOU WALK SAFELY?
H4. rain si color Greenwich PS 19U3* A color film about pedestrian
safety. Ten situations while walking home from schools are shoy/n.
Made for the elementary schools, but points are applicable to
9th grade students.
ELEVATED TRAINS.
6 min si $12 BFS 1939. Shows the elevated trains as they used to
be in New York* Good for rural areas ".'/here students are not fam-
iliar with this mode of travel.
FOOT FAULTS.
10 rain sd $36 rent $1.30 B&H 19U2. Produced by Los Angeles Police
Department. Shows bad pedestrian habits . Good examples are given
of carelessness on the parts of persons of all ages.
FREIGHT TRAIN.
11 min si/sd $1*0 rent $1.30 Barr 19U2. Shows the carrying of freight
to the freight house by trucks, shipment through the terminal into a
r car, the switching of a car to a train, final inspection, and the
beginning of the journey.
FREIGHT YARD.
20 rain sd loan NY Central 19h2. Documentary on the operations in
a great freight classification yard. Presents what happens to a
train from the time it enters the yard till it leaves. No com-
mercial during the film.
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Films for General Business Transportation
FUTURAMA.
10 min sd loan Gli 19ltl. The world of I960 based on the GEM World
Fair 1939-19^40 exhibit.
GATEWAY NORTH.
15 min si color $60 rent $3 B&H 19^0. Traces the first pathway of
human migration through British Columbia. Shows three stages of
civilization. Fishing by nomadic Indiana, sub-artic agriculture,
and mining by old arid new methods.
GREAT LAKES.
20 min 3d color $90 Canada 19iil. Available with English or French
commentary. Show3 the main routo of shipping on the Great Lakes,
the types of cargoes, the workings of the great locks and canal
systems, and the great industries along the s ores.
GUILTY.
30 min sd $95 KG Safety Council 1939. When a flippant traffic
violator is brought before a judge, the judge outlines for the
spectators in the court what such driving and such an attitude
might bring to pass.
HIGHWAY MANIA.
20 min sd $£0 Gut 1937. Pictures typical accidents caused by the
dangers of reckless driving. Constructive suggestions and criticisms
x are given.
JOURNEY BY TRAIN.
60 min 3i $96 rent $i* B&H 1935. Shows how to prepare for a train
journey, what happens to pet animals, how dinner is served on a train
and the way one sleeps on a train.
LAND TRANSPORTATION
.
15 min si $25 rent $1 Harvard 1937. Pictures the advancements made
in transportation through the age3. Covers human carriers; beasts
of burden; wheel carts; carriages; stage coaches; stea% electric,
and motor vehicles.
LEST WE FORGET.
10 rain ad loan GM I9I4I. Compares in a humorous manner the cars of
yesterday with the cars of today. Trials of the motorists of
yesterday are shown through flashbacks. At the end the designs of
cars of the future are shown.
LOADED FOR WAR.
25 min sd color loan Santa Fe Ry. 19li3. Tells the story of
American railroads during the war. Gives a good record of how
railroads transport products and people around the country.

22/
Films for General Business Transportation
NEW YORK CALLING.
20 min sd color loan NY Central 19U2. By the New York Central
railroad one is brought dam the Hudson River into New York City
for a boat trip around Manhattan, a bus ride up Fifth Avenue,
visits to museums, parks. Coney Island, the Bronx Zoo, Rockefeller
Center, etc. and ends with the trip back home.
ON TWO WHEELS.
lii min sd loan GM a Jam Handy production. Through a juvenile
court session three youths guilty of dangerous bicycling are shown
the rules of safe bicycling. The dangers of riding another on the
crossbar, of riding a defective bike, and of reckless bicycling
are the three court cases considered.
OUR SHRINKING WORLD.
10 min sd $2$ YAF 19l*6. A documentary on the history of trans-
portation and communication. Shows how they have brought people
closer together and their effect on our lives. Accompanied by
h slidefilms on the history of land, water, air transportation
and communication. Slidefilms are |2.£0 each with guide.
PAGEANT OF AMERICAN INLAND TRANSPORTATION
.
U5 rain si loan B&O under constant revision. Covers the story of
inland transportation in the U.S. during the history of our country.
PASSENGER TRAIN.
11 min sd $50 EBF I9I4O. Takes one on a journey on a streamlined
Diesel-electric-powered passenger train. Shows the duties of
various people of the railroads. Calls attention to the comfort,
safety, and efficiency in train operation. Problems to do with
the right-of-way, tunnels, and bridges are mentioned.
PROCEDURE OF UNITED STATES CUSTOMS FOR SHIPS AND PASSENGERS ENTERING
THE UNITED STATES.
15 min si $2U Frith 1939. Takes the audience on a trip around with
the customs and immigration officials as they inspect ships in the
harbor arriving from foreign ports. Shows how the U.S. Coast
Guard is called in when a ship is thought to be carrying illegal
goods
.
RAILROADINI
30 min sd color loan GE 19Ul. Sponsored by GE and the American
Locomotive Co. Gives the epic story of the development of rail-
roads in America and the part they played in the development of the
country. Good narration, sound effects, and beautiful color.
ROADS SOUTH.
20 min sd loan CIAA 19^3. Produced and narrated by Julien Bryan.
Shows transportation in the Latin-American countries. Explains
why they have been so widely developed. Contrasts the airplane
with other methods of travel in South America.

Films for General Business Transportation
ROLLIN' DOWN TO MEXICO.
20 rain sd loan Pan Am Union 1937. A travel film featuring a trip to
Old Mexico along the Pan American International Highway.
SINGING WHEELS.
23 min sd loan Auto Mfgrs Assn 19U0. Shows how highway trans-
portation effects life in America. Primarily concerned with the
motor truck service in the U.S. A tribute to the great motor
transportation industry.
•
<3S AMAZING AMERICA.
20 rain sd color loan IMCA 19hl. Produced by Wilding for Greyhound
Bus Line. Through a dramatized story a trip by bus is taken around
Idle U.S. 3;wring many historical and interesting places. Points
of the convenience, comfort, safety, etc. of bus traveling are
given during the trip.
TO MARKET, TO MARKET.
10 rain sd color $59 Frith 19U3* Shoves the transportation of com-
modities from farm to wholesaler to retailer.
TO NEW HORIZONS.
2k min 3d loan GM 19^0. A trip through the Futurama exhibit of
GM at the World's Fair 1939-kO. Showsthe world of i960.
TRAIL OF TIB OLYMPIAN.
23 min si color loan Milwaukee Rd. Takes you on a train trip
from Chicago to Tacoma, Washington. Interior views of the train,
and scenic shots of the country.
TRANSPORTATION
. .
10 rain sd VGF. Covers bus, truck, and taxi transportation showing the
jobs in the field and the working conditions.
WE DRIVERS.
'
10 min sd/si loan GM 1937. Illustrates highway safety.
WORLD OF I960.
10 min sd TFC a Columbia production. A miniature travelogue of the
world in I960 based on the New York World's Fair Futurama.
WORLD OF PLENTY.
k$ min sd $U5 rent $1.50 BIS 19it3. A documentary film explaining
the problem of food. Shows its production, uneven distribution,
peace time waste, need for proper distribution. Use of maps and
diagrams to show the situation in the past, today, and the future.
..
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FILMS FOR GEI-fERAL BUSINESS
- Money and Credit -
O.IECK AND DOUBLE CHECK.
17 min sd color loan US Secret Service 194$. Shows the methods
used by check thieves and forgers. Offers a number of specific
practical suggestions for avoiding check losses because of theft
and forgery.
DANGEROUS DOLLARS.
11 min sd apply TFC. Produced by the authority of the Secretary
of the Treasury. Purpose is to educate the public in detecting
counterfeit money. Dranatic, but instructive.
DOUBTFUL DOLLARS.
17 min sd color loan US Secret Service 19U$. Makes it easy to
recognize counterfeit and good currency by comparisons to impor-
tant features. Dramatized sedtion on the operation of counter-
feiters and how to guard against them.
KNOW YOUR MONEY.
20 min sd loan US Secret Service I9I4I. Produced and acted by
personnel of the Secret Service. Makes it easy to distinguish
between counterfeit paper money and coins and good paper money and
coins. Shows the way merchants and others can protect themselves
against the counterfeiter and check forger. Dramatized section.
MAKING MONEY AND KNOW YOUR MONEY.
30 min sd loan US Secret Service 19^1. Shows the production of
currency at the Bureau of Printing and Engraving in Washington.
Shows what happens to worn-out money. Last part of tire film
is the sane as previous film KNOW YOUR MONEY.
MEN AND MONEY.
30 min sd loan YMGA. Through drawn still pictures the history of
credit is traced from earliest times to modern times. Explains
the reason for loan companies, why they have to charge the interest
rates they do, and the value of legislation regulating interest
rates on loaning money. Discusses personal loan departments of
banks and cooperative credit bureaus.
THE MINT.
10| min sd TFC. A Columbia production. The story of the newest
coinage plant at San Francisco. Shows the coinage of money from the
initial artist* s design to the finished coins being counted.
MONEY TO LOAN.
22 min sd TFC. A MOM production. Exposes the operation of a
small-loan-shark compary. Dramatizes their use of blackmail,
illegal re-possession, theft of collateral, extortion, intimida-
tion, and murder. Ends with the operators being taken into custody
by the police.

Films for General Business Money and Credit
A MONEY MAKING INDUSTRY.
1 r si loan YMCA, A film trip through the Royal Mint at Ottawa,
Canada. Shows the processes involved in the manufacture of
Canadian coins.
PEOPLE’S BANK.
20 min 3d $30 Canada 19hh* A description of the growth of credit
unions in fishing, raining, farming, and industrial communities
and settlements of Canada. Farm and town families take part to
show how this form of community cooperation has helped to solve
emergency problems and local business manage ent problems.
SIGN OF DEPENDABLE CREDIT.
20 min ad $18 Castle 19ijl. A TJSDA film. Shows how the Production
Credit Association was organized and how it operates. Encourages
people to go into farming and to borrow money from government
supervised loan associations.
UNITED STATES TREASURY.
10 min sd TFC. Takes you on a complete tour of the U. S. Treasury.
Complete and instructive.
YOUR DOLLARS—IN UNIFORM!
19 min sd loan Savings bank loan YMCA (N.Y. ) 19hZ. Opens with a
deposit being made in a bank. Shows the various ways the bank may
invest the deposit. Traces the development of savings banks from
their founding in 1810 to today. •
..
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FILMS FOR GENERAL BUSINESS
l
U
- Thrift and Investments -
Including Wise Consumer Buying
AND SO THEY LIVE.
25 rain sd rent $U NYU 19^0 . Pictures the unsatisfactory rela-
tionship between education and the local necessities of life which
characterize American education in many parts of the country.
Taken from authentic records.
BUYERS BEWARE.
20 min sd TFC. A MGM production. Shows the criminal relationship
between the thieves who rob warehouses and the retail stores who
sell the stolen merchandise. In story form with law and order
triumphing in the end.
CONSERVATION OF NATURAL RESOURCES.
10 min sd $50 EBF 1937. Covers water power, forests, and farm
lands. Shows the wastes possible in limbering and agriculture
and the results Caused by wind and water when these wastes occur.
GETTING YOUR MONEY’S WORTH.
30 min sd rent $9 ($3 per reel) LIF. Reel 1 considers shoes,
toys, milk. Reel 2 concerns razor blades, methods of shaving,
cosmetics, face powders, cold creams. Reel 3 shows details to
watch for in the purchase of a second-hand car, tricks to look for,
and how to test a second hand car yourself. Made about 1938 so the
styles seem odd.
HOME BUILDERS AT WORK.
U5 min si $32.50 Purinton 1936. The building of a home. Consult-
ing builders, drafting plans, working from blueprints, the various
building trades involved, etc. The completion of the house.
Hm TO BUILD A HOUSE IN 78 MINUTES.
30 min sd loan Homasote 19U3. A technical presentation of tine
fabrication and erection of 5000 Homasote prec sion-built homes in
5 months time.
MANAGING THE FAMILY INCOME.
38 min sd loan Mod I9I4I. A Jam Handy production for Household
finance. Shows how an ordinary family makes a plan for spending
their income; how they meet the unexpected emergencies and how
they make adjustments and stick to their plan until it brings them
to the goals they have set for themselves.
MORE DANGEROUS THAN DYNAMITE.
10 min sd $30 Haselton 1938. A safety film showing the way every-
day articles can cause fires. Electric irons, lamp cords, cigars,
cigarettes, etc. Shows how much safer it is to send clothes to the
cleaners than trying to clean them yourself with gasoline or naptha.
.’
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Films for General Business Thrift and Investments
OMBW HAMPSHIRE'S HERITAGE.
18 rain sd loan Savings bank association of N.H. The story of
N.H. character and the part it has played in industrial progress
and the creation of homes for our people. Shows the neighborly
functions of a savings bank in the community.
JUR CHILDREN'S MONEY.
20 rain si rent $3 The Harmon Foundation. Portrays the rewards of
thrift and savirg by tracing the change from bad to good financial
habits in the lives of two young children. Vocabulary and mood is
juvenile. Shows jobs performed about the house for financial
reward which are done without pay in most homes.
PARTNERS IN CRIME.
9 rain sd $10 rent 50# BIS 19U2. Deals with the black market sit-
uation in England. Dialogue is difficult for some people to under-
stand. Shows the criminal aspects of dealing with the black market
and answers the argument of "If I don't, the other fellow will,"
PASSPORT TO HEALTH.
20 rain sd loan YMCA 19lUu Gives the important facts about immuni-
zation through a story about a typical American family. Attacks
the theory that children should have a disease and get it over with
rather than preventing it.
POUND FOOLISH.
21 min sd TFG. A MGM production. A dramatized case history of how
some well-to-do women are tempted by the jewelry bargains offered
by an international smuggling ring and are prosecuted by the police
as accessories when the ring is broken up. It shows clearly the
operation of the government in apprehending this type of person.
HIAT SHALL I WEAR.
18 rain sd loan Mod 19iil, A Jam Handy production for Household
Finance Inc. A practical discussion of how to build a satis-
factory wardrobe for the entire family. It solve3 tho problem
through the dramatic presentation of ideas on planning ahead,
shopping with skill, and keeping clothes wearable.
WORK OF THE STOCK EXCHANGE.
15 min sd $75 color $110 Coronet 19i|l. Shows the cooperation of
land, labor, management, and money in producing ccRumodities through
the story of how a partnership of three men grows into a corpora-
tion and the growth of that corporation. Follows the listing of
the securities on the stock exchange, their purchase, and their
sale through a brokerage office. Gives a background of information
about the part which the stock exchange plays in our economic
structure
,
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FILMS FOR GENERAL BUSINESS
- Insurance -
AMERICAN PORTRAIT,
26 rain sd loan Inst of Life Ins 19^0. A story of the way American
salesmanship has helped us advance our living standards during the
past 100 years. Demonstrates the way a life insurance salesman
is essential to our life,
hTERY ISNTH MAN.
20 rain sd $60 rent £00 Kan 19U3. Produced by the Boeing Airplane
Co, Emphasizes the fact that "accidents don’t happen they are
caused. " Shows the need for safe raetitods in wordng and the necess-
ity for avoiding accidents to eye3* hands, arms, and feet.
Scenes are in the Boeing plant.
MAN AND HIS JOB.
18 rain sd rent $3 BraF. Produced by the National Film Board
of Canada, Traces the problem of unemployment from the depression
years of the twenties to the present time. It shows the rise and
function of unemployment insurance.
NOW FOR TOMORROW.
itO rain si rent $3 par day The Harmon Foundation. Presentation of
the case for thrift and insurance. Investment in annuities for
nurses primarily. Told in story form.
OLD AGE AND FAILY SECURITY.
10 lain sd loan Social Security Board 19Ul. A description of
federal old-age and survivors insurance and the way that it
operates.
SOCIAL SECURITY.
10 rain sd apply TPC. A Columbia production. A valuable factual
explanation of the Social Security Act showing the way it operates.
Begins with the passage of the Act. Ends with, the payment of
checks to beneficiaries.
YOURS TRULY, ED GRAHAM.
23 rain sd loan Inst of Life Ins. 1939. The dramatization of
several insurance stories while a life underwriter is reminiscing
about several of ids friends in the city.

ho/
FILMS FOR GENERAL BUSINESS
- Interrelation of Business and the Coirenunity -
BEFORE THE ALARM—SAFEGUARD AMERICA AGAINST FIRE.
18 rain sd loan YMCA 191*2. A story of the way fire-prervertion
experts work and how a city fire department operates in safe-
guarding lives and property.
BEHIND THE ANNUAL REPORT.
15 min 3d rent free US Steel Corp. Produced by Jam Handy. Shows
the large number of people that ovm U.S. Steel Stock and that the
war has decreased the returns on investments. Also the products
made for the war effort. H showing of financial statistics in a
confused and dull manner.
CHILDREN MUST LEARN.
13 min sd rent $3 NYU 191*0. Portrays the life of a poor family
trying to subsist on a poor soil. It suggests the part the school
has played in the lives of this type of people and shows how the
school can play a greater part.
DEFENDING THE CITY’S HEALTH.
10 min sd $5>G EBF 191*1. SuTmariae3 the health services in a modern
city. Uses maps and scales in showing the effectivo functioning
of the public health department.
FACTORY FARMERS.
10 min sd $8,02 Castle 191*1*. A USDA film. Shows the decentral-
isation of industry and the advantages of a cash income from indus-
try and a life in rural areas.
GALLUP POLL.
10 rain sd apply TFC, Opens with a discussion of the Gallup Poll.
Dr. Gallup is presented and briefly states the objects and benefits
of taking various polls. Views of the Gallup office in operations
the field force doing the interviewing.
GROWTH OF CITIES.
10 rain sd $1*0 EBF 191*2. The factors which determine the location
and growth of cities. Shows the general trend toward organization
throughout the U.S. Various types of cities and city plans.
Factors involved in the decentralization of the city into a
metropolitan area are clearly presented. Prevailing trends.
MILLIONS OF US.
20 min sd apply rent $5 BraF 1936. Produced by American Labor
Production Inc. The 3tory cf a young man who because of hunger
takes a job as a scab. His experiences, and ills recognition of
the common interests of strikers and workers In general.
.1
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Films for General Business Business and the Community
PLACE TO LIVE.
18 min sd $72 rent $3 BraF 19bX. Based on a survey by the Philar-
delphia Housing Association. Portrays the surroundings of a city
boy from the time he leaves his school -until he gets home. Shows
the squalid conditions prevalent in most of our cities today.
Suggestions are given but no outright solution is given. Can
applicable by teacher's follow-up to the local situation.
PROPERTY, TAXATION
,
THE ARITHMETIC OF TAXES.
lo min sd EBF 191*6. Shows services provided by local govern-
ment for which people pay taxes. The financing of current expenses,
and expenses for permanent improvements. Determining property
taxes, who determines the tax rate. Shows the real life setting
for arithmetic examples on property taxation.
RESPECT THE LAW.
20 rain sd apply TFC. A case is dramatized in which failure to
respect the lav/ places the burden of one man's selfishness on the
shoulders of an entire cormunity. The respected owner of water-
front properties is told that adequate rat-proofing of his prop-
erties will cost $26,000. The owner bribes the city inspector to
avoid this co3t. Later, rats from incoming ships spread Bubonic
plague and many die. Both the culprits are apprehended and serve
long prison terms.
WHEN WORK IS DOSE.
9 rain sd loan OWI 19UU. Shows how the town of Sylacauga, Ala.
solved its housing and recreation problems through effective
planning.
YOUR TOWN—A STORY OF AMERICA.
10 min sd loan NAM 191*0. The story of the building of a factory
anu a town around it. Shows the influence of this factory on the
life of the community by a dramatised story. Shows the inter-
dependence of people.

FILMS FOR GENERAL BUSINESS
- Business Ownership and Management -
V GQ-CPS ARE COMBI'
35 min si $65 rent $3.50, color $125 rent $6.50 CL 191*1. Shows
a group on a tour visiting various consumer cooperatives in the
Middle West and South. Shows the extensive spread and varied
development of co-ops in the U.S.
FEUDAL ANTICOSTI.
15 min si/sd $2l*/$36 rent $1/$1.25 B&H. An island of 3>200 square
miles and 550 inhabitants at the mouth of the St. Lawrence which
is ruled under a feudal system similar to that maintained in the
Middle Ages. Originally belonged to Heunier, the French chocolate
king, who established the feudal system. Now owned by a Montreal
paper company.
HERE IS TOMORROW.
35 min 3d $90 rent $3.50 CL 19l£. A documentary film dramatizing
the accomplishment and scope of the cooperatives throughout the
U.S. Covers streamlined grocery stores, warehouses, fertilizer
factories, insurance businesses, service stations, refineries,
pipelines, and oil well3. A highly recommended film to show how
people can help themselves.
THE HOUSE WITHOUT A LANDLORD.
1*0 min si rent $3 CL. Depicts the varied cooperative activities
of some, of the members of the Amalgamated Clothing Workers Union.
The activities center about the apartment houses cooperatively
built in the Bronx, NIC. Various cooperative enterprises con-
nected with it are seen. Also shows leisure activities.
JOE COMES BACK.
20 min sd rent $1 BraF 19U*. An emotional film portraying the
return in spirit of an employee who has died in action to urge
the cooperation of management and labor in eliminating absenteeism.
LABOR FRONT.
21 min sd rent $3 BraF. Produced by the National Film Board of
Canada. The facts of the decisive contribution of labor and
management in the United Nations are analyzed in contrast to the
manpower of the Axis.
LET'S GO AMERICAN—MEN AND MACHINES.
10 rain si/sd loan NAM 19UU. Analyzes and answers the question,
"Has the machine created jobs?"
THE LORD HELPS THOSE—WHO HELP EACH OTHER.
1*0 min si loan Novia Scotia Cooperatives. The hard life of groups
in Novia Scotia in 1920 is shown in detail. Then the story of how
the cooperatives of this area grew under the leaders lip of St.
Francis Xavier University of Antigonish, N.S. It shows the rela-
tionship of education, credit unions, producers, distributions, and
consumer cooperatives to raise the standard of living.
..
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Films for General Business Business Ownership and Management
MACHINE MASTER OR SLAVE.
U* min sd rent $3 NYU 19iil. Shows the human and financial problems
caused by technological progress. The film asks questions about
those problems against the background of managerial organization.
No answers as to how to solve the questions are given.
MAN WHO CHANGED THE WORLD.
11 min sd apply TFC a 20th Century-Fox production. The story of
the invention of the spinning jenny in 1767 by James Hargreaves,
the English spinner, and the way it laid tho foundation for the
machine age. Describes the relationship of the machine to the
conflict between man labor and machine labor.
NEW ENGLAND BLACKSMITH.
20 min si rent $2 BEVA 19^2. Portrays the historical develop-
ment of production methods from the use of human muscle through
the U3C of small machines in local shops to the use of gigantic
machines in mass production by telling the story of a blacksmith
as the years pass by.
PARTNERS IN PRODUCTION.
21 min sd $L5> rent $1 BraF. Portrays the story of labor-management
committees in wartime Britain. A typical factory election and the
handling of labor-management problems are shewn.
POWER AND THE LAND.
39 min sd $32 Castle !9it0. A USDA film. Shows the rural electrifica-
tion program and how it can be organized tnrough cooperatives to
be obtained at cost from the government. Before and after condi-
tions are shown with the advantages well illustrated.
VALLEY TOWN.
27 rain sd rent $1* NYU 191$. The story of how machines and in-
ventions can make and break towns. Considers the problems of men
thrown out of work. How their families are effected. It s ows
one solution by the constant training of adults for the operations
of new machines.
WELFARE OF THE WORKERS.
9 min sd $10 rent BIS 19i|l. Pictures some of the benefits the
Trade Unions of Britain have secured for British workers.
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FILMS FOR GENERAL BUSINESS
- Store Services and Selling -
HOW TO MAKE A SALES PRBSBRTAUCK STAY PRESENTED.
30 rain sd rent apply Mod. A dramatized analysis of sales pre-
sentations by specialty, wholesale, and jobber salesmen. Covers
the fundamentals of salesmanship.
IT'S THE LITTLE THINGS THAT COUNT.
30 min sd $36 Bates 1939. Covers the problems of the retail
salesman. Shows how to meet the price argument, conserving and
plaining the use of time, displaying articles.
SELLING AMERICA.
2 r sd Sale $66 rent $2 Jam Handy 19UU. Portrays the philosophy
of Benjamin Franklin as it applies to selling,
TWO CENTS WORTH OF OIF^'EHSS'JCE.'
33 min sd loan Eberhard Faber 19iiQ. Shows tiie technique of
salesmans'dp. The operation and organization of a 3ales force.
Shows the manufacture of pencils.
TWO SALESMEN IN SEARCH OF AN ORDER.
I4O min sd loan YMCA (Dictaphone) Shows the right and wrong way
used in getting an order.
L.
.
FXU45 foe <m%m> wmmas
Filins, Business Letter Farms, Office Procedure, Facts find Valero to
Find Than.
UOm PARTS OF k BBSXHS3S LETTER.
12 lain sd $24 rent $X„5G Gut 1944. Covers the handling of nail,
wtiy lottor forma are standardised, diffemoes between business
and social letters, and business lettor forsas.
3B3J-BT, VERB, OBJECT,
13 sdn si color $$Z l&tdhell 1941# Planned for review and ro~
nedtal purpoeoe. Uses vocabulary of the 4th grado to get across
the difficult concepts of English gran^ar* iiighly reootaaended,
wavs m office temim
3 r sd loan XIIGA. Gives a rough idea of what it is like to ;ork in
an office i^sreugh publicity on ffice equipment'
*<
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mas for anrnsRAL BU3XHS3S
- Ethics of Business -
mmom wax.
10 rain ad ,327 mnt Out 1937# A resurae of events of the lost 20
years with the rise of tho dictators. Stresses tho waning of
rights guaranteed Araorlcans by our Constitution.
ARTIFICIAL RUBBER.
10 rain ad rent $L BSdl. Thi3 is a "Scientific &aoricann nawsrool
of iTKxiom science, It not only depicts synthetic rubber but aloe
shows that a snow survey forecasts spring floods, "llew Departure”
contributions to transportation since tho lay 90* a and animated
dolls proalaira that good business Is gas© of give and take.
BUCK wimo,
11 ndn ad loan OKI $6,53 Castle 19i0. A dmaatlaod lesson on the
need for public cooperation with the OFA and local law erifm'Qeriont
offidols. Stresses the prevention of* black Marketing.
OUR KATXCKA1 OOmKICaft*
11 rain ssd $10 rent $2 Knowledge Builders 19el. Portrays to
historical background, the operation, and the basic philosophy of
our gowarr^tant. Actual scenes in Washiagton which gives a clear
raental picture of the slue of the business of govarmeni.
THREE TO BB 3BWED*
25 da ad loan UBt. Portrays to difficulties of Management caused,
by lairoasonable attitudes of wortcors, investors, and oons\jmrs
through a flashback **m.<e~beXievo rt story of a school 'boy 1 s business
adventure w'&ch beings in the fuidaftantkLs of oapitaliaro, Over
d’jpliftcation causes unrealdlty*
triumph mthot mm.
1,. rain ad T3C. A Kdff picture. Story of Or, Harvey V/. Utley*
s
struggle for to passage of tue Pur© Food a*.4 Hreg Bill.
BH3SEH CHJARDIAKS,
11 lain sd TFO, A MOM picture » Shows sens of to work do.no by
three organisatiais in their safeguarding society against fraud
and misfortune. The Federal Post Office in its fight against the
fraudult»rt us© of tso Mails. The uiuknwlters i^abara&orios in
their testing of ‘to contents of one product, *bo s<et ©a one
orphan asylum uses in selecting parents for orphans*
TOSSPSRS,
31) rain ad ap
: 3y TH5 19&» Conessms organised wi&spsriag cmrpaigns
a; xd the ^reading of rumors for eotKiuroial purposes. A ooee la
cited toxin an honest, public-^iritoo dtisen attopts to rebuild
to slura section of a tog© city. Forces in to city ‘to whoa civic
irs^rove >3«te rason financial loss, start a vicious w daperii^ cam-
paign w?dch not only defeats the project but ruins the honest cit-
isan*a reputation.
-(
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Films for General Business Ethics of Business
YOU CAN* T GET AWAY WITH IT.
26 rain sd rent B&H. Narrated by J. Edgar Hoover, Homer S.
Cminings, and Lowell Thomas. Produced by Universal Pictures.
Shows the way the FBI operates in crime prevention and crime
detection. Examples of the work of the FBI in the capturing of
kidnapers and gangsters.
YOU, THE PEOPLE.
21 min sd TEC. A MOM production. Spotlights the operations of a
corrupt city political machine. Shows how campaign contributions
are coerced, ballot boxes stuffed, and how to persuade people it
is futile to vote.
.
w
FIU15 TOR 3ENERAL BUSINESS
- Personal Relations in School, at Home in Business -
CHARM AND PERSONALITY
-
PLUS CHARACTER.
37 min si/sd color rent $6.25/S12,5>0 Film Associates 19hh> Shows
how to have a pleasing appearance, to be a good conversationalist,
have good manners, build a good character by cleqn living,
thinking, speech and sportsmanship. Makes the student desirous
of obtaining a good personality.
COURTESY cams TO TOON.
2 r sd $100 FF. An editor and his son and daughter seek to learn
whether or not the younger generation is more courteous than the
older generation. Through many varied examples courtesy and lack
of courtesy in everyday life is shown. A summary is made in the
final scenes.
EVERY MINUTE COUNTS.
10 min sd $16.73 Castle 19Uu The 3toxy of a supervisor v/ho is
worried because of the absenteeism and tardiness in his depart-
ment, and how Ids superintendent shows him the causes and remedies.
HONESTY IS THE BEST POLICY?
10 min sd rent $1,5>0 RFA 1939. Designed to stimulate discussion
on attitudes and on vocational guida ce, this film is a dramatic
interpretation of a life situation in which a problem on honesty
arises. Produced at St. Lawrence Smarter Scliool.
LEARNING TO LIVE.
1 r si Harmon Foundation. A study of Berea College and similar
scliools in which young people are shown at their classroom activi-
ties, at their after class work, whereby they earn their college
expenses, and in their various careers after the completion of
college. Bn ,basis is given, to the dignity of labor.
NO ACCIDENTS.
10 min sd $8.5>0 rent $0# BIS. Stresses the importance of routine
observance of factory safety precautions. Specific information
given on dress and work habits.

FILMS FOR GENERAL BUSINESS
- Planning for a Future in the Business World -
APTITUDES AND OCCUFATICKS. I
16 rain sd $7$ Coronet 19itl. Discusses mechanical, clerical, social,
musical, artistic, and sc 'Elastic abilities and how a student with
the aid of a school counselor determines how he rates in each. It
also indicates broad fields in which combinations of these abilities
are needed.
BOOKKEEPING AND ACCOUNTING.
11 rain sd $£0 VGF 19k$» A narration film by Vocational Guidance
Films, Inc. describing the work of the bookkeeper and the account-
ant, their tools, their education and training, and possible advance-
ment in the field. Shows record keeping in homes, a small company,
and a large business.
CHOOSING TOOK VOCATION.
10 min 3d EBF 1931 • Follows one fellow on his decision of a
career by the process of elimination. Shows how to discover likes
and dislikes for certain types of work . How to capitalize your
interests and bo develop them. Where to get information, .how to
plan, and how to arrive at a decision. How to apply for a position
and the necessity of special training.
ESSENTIAL JOBS.
6 rain sd $3.*>0 rent $0$ BIS 19l£. Demonstrates the Importance of
sup osedly non-es sential jobs in the production of nails, cocoa,
soap, and gloves.
FINDING TOUR LIFE WORK.
22 min sd $100 VGF rent IMCA 19h0. Consideration is given to
aptitude testing, educational abilities, character, interests,
accomplishments, social assets, financial ability, study of
occupations, and the opportunities open in the U.S.
GREENER HILLS.
11 rain sd apply TFC. Short drama of the incurable optimist who
succeeds at nothing because he must try his hand at everything.
His family suffers. He goes frora salesmanship to raising peanuts
to cultivating bees, in the meantime Ids family succeeds with the
peanut farm in which the collective wealth wa3 invested. Valuable
for its vocational meanings.
HEU? WANTED.
22 rain sd apply TFC. Demonstrates the injustices of employment
agency rackets and shows the careful police methods used in con-
victing the offenders through a story of one of the rackets.

. f
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Fliaa for General Business Planning for a Future
HOT TO HUNT A JOB.
25 min si $30 rent $2 Cal 1933. Produced by the Oakland Public
Schools, Oakland, Cal. Shows sources of vocational information,
mainly books. Sequential stops for the job hunter to follow
from getting the social security number to how to act at an inter-
view. Primarily deals with how to get a job.
I WANT TO BE A SECRETARY.
15 min sd $75 color $110 Coronet 19U3. Discusses clerical apti-
tudes giving information as to how you can discover your chances
for success in this field.
JOURNALISM.
11 min sd $50 VOF 19i*0. A rapid, detailed analysis of the news-
paper business from the standpoint of vocational guidance.
Analyses general abilities needed for newspaper work in all brandies.
MEN AND JOBS.
10 min sd rent free Local Field Office of the Social Security Board.
Describes in detail the work of the U.S. Employment Service.
Shows the procedure in registering and obtaining employment.
MERIT SYSTEM ADVANCING.
2$ min sd rent free NYCCSC. Shows the system of testing for the
190,000 jobs available in New York City. The written tests, oral
tests, interviews with sound recordings for preservation, athletic
tests, and practical tests.
OCCUPATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES FOR HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES.
2 r si $U0 Rent free Pittsburgh P.8. Shows 23 different jobs
done by recent graduates of Pittsburgh high school. A predominance
of non-white collar jobs is brought out. Gives a slight idea of
working conditions on the job,
TWENTY-FOUR JOBS.
2U min si rent $2 Cal 1939. Produced by the Visual Dept, of the
Oakland Public Schools, Oakland, Cal. Illustrations of 2h types of
jobs obtained by students of Oakland Public High School based on a
survey of the area. Facts are given as to requirements, salary
averages, nature of work, advancement possibilities. Positions:
bank clerk, service station attendant, waitress, usherette, clerks,
and so on.
JHAT ABOUT JOBS.
25 min si rent YMCA 1936. Emphasised the qualities essential for
getting and keeping ajob. Shows the 1,250,000 annual high school
graduates. Choice of life work, thorough preparation for the
work and personality. Illustrations from commercial, natural
resources, mechanical, social, scientific and aesthetic activities.
Importance of the ”3 R’
s
tt
.
Techniques of job hunting.
..
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FILMS FOR COMMERCIAL LAW
Directions: All films in this group are 16mm films listed alphas
betically. Color films are indicated by the word ”color” in the
description. The abbreviations used are sd—sound, si—silent, sd/si
—
3ound or silent, rain—'minutes, r—reel. The sale price is given if
known. The rental price is given if known and has the word "rent”
before the fee. The code of the primary source is on page 112.
Boston University
School of Education
Library
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FILMS FOR COMMERCIAL LAW
AMERICAN WAY.
10 min sd $27 rent Gut 1937. Stresses the meaning of the rights
guaranteed Americans by our Constitution. A resume of events the
last 20 years with the rise of the dictators.
BLACK MARKETING.
11 min sd loan OVVI $8*53 Castle 19U3. A dramatized lesson of
the need far public cooperation with the OPA and local law-
enforcement officials to prevent black marketing.
BUYERS BEWARE.
20 rain sd apply TFC. A Mffll production. Shows the criminal rela-
tionship between the thieves who rob warehouses and the retail
3tores who sell the stolen merchandise. Shown in stoiy form with
law and order triumphing at the end.
CHECK AND DOUBLE CHECK.
17 rain sd color loan US Secret Service 19^5. Shows the methods
used by check thieves and forgers. Offers a number of specific
practical suggestions for avoiding check losses because of theft
and forgery.
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT.
2 r sd $50 XAF 19U6. Discusses functions and purposes of each of
the three major branches of our Federal Government and illustrates
the interrelationships of each of these branches.
GUILTY.
30 rain sd $95 KC safety council 1939. a flippant traffic
violator is brought before him a judge outlines for the specta-
tors in the court what such driving and such an attitude might
bring to pass.
INSIDE THE FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
.
10 rain sd apply TFC 1938. A Columbia production. An overall view
of the FBI in Washington. The different departments are shown
and the function of each are given. One sequence deals with the
training of FBI men.
LIFE IN 3CMET0WN, U.S.A.
10 rain sd apply TFC. A humorous treatment of what would happen
if all the obsolete laws on the statute books in almost any
town were enforced.
MEN AND MONEY.
30 min sd loan YMCA. Through drawn still pictures the history of
credit is traced from earliest times to modem times. Explains
the reason for loan companies, why they have to charge the interest
rates they do, and the value of legislation regulating interest
rates on loaned money. Discusses personal loan departments of
banks and cooperative credit bureaus.

Filina for Commercial Law
MONEY TO LOAN.
22 min sd TFC. A MGll picture. Exposes the operation of a small-
loan-shark company. Dramatizes their use of blackmail, illegal
repossession, theft of collateral, extortion, intimidation, and
murder. Ends with the operators being taken into custody by the
police.
OUR NATIONAL GOVERNMENT.
11 min sd $1*0 rent $2 Knowledge builders 191*1. Portrays the
historical background, the operation, and the basic philosophy
of our government. Actual scenes in Washington which gives a
clear mental picture of the size of the business of government.
PARTNERS IN CRIME.
9 min sd $10 rent £0# BIS 19i*2. Deals with the black market
situation in England, shows the criminal aspects of dealing with the
black market and answers the argument of "If I don*t, the other
fellow will.” Dialogue is difficult for some people to understand.
PERFECT SETUP.
2 r sd TFC. A MM production. Story told through court records
of a youth who turned his talents to crime when ids progress in
legitimate business was not fast enough for him. Gives some of the
causes for crime.
RESPECT THE LAW.
20 min sd apply TFC. A case is dramatized in which failure to
respect the law places the burden of one man 1 s selfishness on the
shoulders of an entire community. The respected owner of water-
front properties is told that adequate rat-proofing of his
properties will cost $26,000. The owner bribes the city inspector
to avoid the cost. Later, rats from incoming ships spread Bubonic
plague and many die. Both the culprits are apprehended and
serve long prison terms.
SOAK THE OLD.
21 min sd apply TFC. A MOM picture. Shows the methods used by a
racketeer to benefit himself at the expense of the aged. The film
ends with a warning speech by the prosecuting attorney.
UNSEEN GUARDIANS.
11 min sd apply TFC. An MGM production. Shows same of the work
done by three organizations in their safeguarding society against
fraud and misfortune. The Federal Post Office in its fight against
the fraudulent use of the mails. The Underwriters Laboratories
in their testing of the contents of one product. The method one
orphan asylum uses in selecting parents for orphans.

Films for Commercial Law
YOU CAN'T GET AWAY WITH IT.
26 min sd rent $h.$0 B&H. Narrated by J. Edgar Hoover, Homer 3,
Cummings, and Lowell Thomas. Produced by Universal Pictures.
Shows the way the FBI operates in crime prevention and crime
detection. Examples of the .vork of the FBI in the capturing of
kidnapers and gangsters.
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FILMS FOR SALESMANSHIP
Directions: All films in this gro\^> are luram films listed alpha-
betically. Color films are indicated by the word “color” in the
description. The abbreviations used are sd—sound, si—silent,
sd/si—sound or silent, min—minutes, r—reel, '^ha sale price is
given if known, ^he rental price is given if known and has the word
“rent" before the fee. The code of the primary source is on page 112,
i

FILMS FOR SALESMANSHIP
AMERICAN PORTRAIT.
26 min sd loan Inst of Life Ins 19ii0, Produced by J, Walter
Thompson Co. through Wilding Pictures, Hal Roach Studios. A
story of the way American salesmanship has helped us advance our
living standards during the past 100 years. Demonstrates the way
a life insurance salesman is essential to our life.
CHARM AND PERSONALITY PLUS CHARACTER.
37 min si/sd color rent $6.2^/$12*50 Film Associates 19UU. Shows
how to have a pleasing appearance, to be a good conversationalist,
have good manners, build a good character by clean living, thinking,
speech and sportsmanship. Makes the student desirous of obtaining
a good personality.
COURTESY COMES TO TOWN.
2 r sd $100 FF. An editor and his son and daughter seek to learn
whether or not the younger generation is more courteous than the
older generation. Through many varied examples courtesy and lack
of courtesy in everyday life is shown. A summary is made in the
final scenes.
HONESTY IS THE BEST POLICY?
10 min si rent $1,5>0 RFA 1939. Designed to stimulate discussion
on attitudes and on vocational guidance, this film is a dramatic
interpretation of a life situation in which a problem on honesty
arises. Produced at St. Lawrence Summer School.
HOW TO MAKE A SALES PRESENTATION STAY PRESENTED.
30 min sd rent apply Mod. A dramatised analysis of sales present-
ations by specialty, wholesale, and jobber salesmen. Covers the
fundamentals of salesmanship*
IT’S THE LITTLE THINGS THAT COUNT.
30 min sd $36 Bates 1939* Produced by Caravel films. Covers
the problems of the retail salesman. Shows how to meet the price
argument, conserving and planning the use of time, displaying
articles.
NEW VOICE FOR MR. X.
30 min sd loan Bell I9 I4O. Tine story of how one man comas to
realize the importance of a good sounding telephone voice in
business. Also s ows good telephone habits in handling telephone
calls.
SCIENCE IN BUSINESS.
16 irdn sd Jcui <S£ I9I4O. Produced by the March of Time. Gives some
idea of the accuracy of such polls as are conducted by Fortune
and by Gallup* and indicates how they are conducted and results
recorded. How industry tests public reaction to a new product
as scientifically as it studies the product itself. Explains some
of the methods used by industry to replace restricted materials
with new synthetics and plastic.

w
Films for Salesmanship
SELLING AMERICA.
2 r sd Sale $66 rant $2 Jam Handy 19UU. Portrays-the philosophy
of Benjamin Franklin as it applies to selling. There are five
slide films on the main topics presented in the film, which are
available.
TO MARKET, TO MARKET.
10 min sd color $5>9 Frith 1943* Snows the transportation of farm
commodities from farm to wholesaler to retailer.
TtfO CENTS .ORTH OF DIFFERENCE.
38 min sd loan Eberhard Faber 19^0. Shows the technique of
salesmanship. The operation and organization of a sales force.
The manufacture of pencils i3 also seen.
TO SALESMEN IN SEARCH OF AN ORDER.
I4D rain sd loan YWk (Dictaphone ) Shows the right and wrong way-
used in getting an order.
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FILMS FOR ECONOMIC OEOQRAFHI
Directions* All films in this group are 16cm films listed alpha-
betically -within one of the following categories*
Topic Page
1* Agriculture 59
grains, vegetables, fruits, sugar, coffee
tea, cacao, tobacco, oils from seeds and
fruits, livestock, dairy products, etc.
2. Forestry 71
wood, rubber, paper, miscellaneous woods
and products of trees
3. Mining and Manufacturing 75
iron, copper, tin, lead, zinc, nickel,
aluminum, magnesium, and other minerals.
i*. Ocean Fishing 80
5. Power 81
electric, oil, coal, water, use of power
6. Recreational Activities 83
7* Trade, Transportation, and Communication 81*
8* Regional Geography
United States 90
Canada 9?
Central and South America 99
Europe 101*
Africa 109
Asia and Australia 110
Color films are indicated by the word "color" in the description.
The abbreviations used are 3d—sound, si—silent, sd/si—sound or
silent, n&n—minutes, r—reel, 'Hie sale price is given if known.
Hie rental price is given if known and has the word "rent" before
the fee. The code of the primary source is on page 112.
* ..
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FILMS FOR ECONOMIC GEOGRAPHY
- Agriculture -
ABOUT BANANAS.
15 min si loan United Fruit 1935. A thorough presentation of the
banana industry from the clearing of the jungle to the shipment of
the banana to the American market. Soanes of Central America.
Emphasis on the food value of the banana. Sound version of this
film is titled: YES, BANANAS.
AMERICA'S FAVORITE.
12 min sd color loan Nat Dairy 19U3* The complete story of the
making of ice cream and the nutritive value of ice cream in
comparison with other foods.
ANIMALS IN MODERN LIFE.
10 min sd $$0 EBF 1937* Shows the variety of uses to which animals
are put in today’s life. Animals used for food, clothing, and
power in various parts of the world.
BIP GOES TO TOWN.
10 min si/sd jtant Castle 19U1. A USDA film. Bip a small boy,
makes a visit to a dairy farm which has been electrified.
BLESSINGS OF GRASS.
22 min sd $17 Castle I9 I4O. A USDA film. Documentary showing the
first methods of cattle grazing to the methods of today. Round-
ups, moving cattle, branding, inoculation, taking care of stragglers
and weaklings, and improvements to towns under the new system of
grazing,
BREAD.
10 min sd $f>0 EBF 19U6. Story of bread from the wheat farm to the
table. Sequences on flour in the home, harvesting wheat, flour
milling, making bread in a modern bakery. Develops an apprecia-
tion of the contributions of technology to home life.
CALIFORNIA'S GOLDEN MAGIC.
30 min si color loan Mutual Orange Distributors I9I1Q. Produced by
Motion Pictures Inc. with the coo oration of the Denver and Rio
Grande Western Railroad. Covers the citrus industry of California.
From the discovery of California by the Spaniards to the present
time. Picking, processing, packing, and marketing of lemons,
oranges, and grapefruit.
CATTLEMAN.
11 min sd $5>0 EBF 1939. Shows life on a typical cattle ranch.
Covers the activities of the family and hired hands at meal time,
herding cattle, fixing fences, marketing, shoeing, etc.
i• ‘
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Films for Economic Geography
60/
Agriculture
Cm WATER SUPPLY.
11 min sd EBF 19Ul. By animated drawings the relationship of
rainfall and life is shown, the sources of city water supplies,
waterborne diseases, and the methods of water distribution.
CLOTH OF KINGS.
10 rain sd sale apply rent $1.5>0 B&H. Sliows tho agricultural and
Industrial elements, and the commercial and cultural factors in
the production of linen in Ireland.
CLOTHING.
10 lain sd $5>0 EBF 1937. Shows the way backward people use the
surrounding materials for their clothing. Traces the development
of textiles. Shows the effect of climate and environment on
clothing and the effect of mass production plus transportation and
communication to send clothing all over the world,
CLUBS U-H EN EL SUELO BE CORONADO.
20 min sd color $59 Castle 19U2. Shows the activities of Spanish-
American U-H clubs in New Mexico. Spanish dialogue $ narration
in English. Scenes of agriculture and community life of the
Southwest.
COFFEE—FROM BRAZIL TO YOU.
20 rain sd loan Pan Am Union 1938. Sponsored by AhP Food Stores.
Shows the coffee producing countries, how coffee is grown and
processed from the time the land is cleared for the planting of
the coffee trees to the packaging of the finished product.
COFFEE, THE PRIDE OF COLOMBIA.
20 min sd color loan YMCA 19^1. Produced by A&P. A travalog of
Colombia plus how coffee is grown, processed, and shipped to the
U. S.
COLOMBIA.
10 min sd loan CIAA 19U2. Scenes of Cartagena, Bogota, and Barran-
quilla with a great deal of attention to coffee growing.
Conservation of natural resources.
10 min sd $50 EBF 1937* Covers water power, forests, farm lands.
Shows the wastes possible in lumbering and agriculture and the
results caused by wind and water.
CORN FARMER.
11 rain sd $$0 EBF 19^0. The problems and methods of the Iowa corn
grower and his family. Shows the family's activities, planting,
harvesting, marketing* crop rotation, canning, and country politics.
Covers personality traits of oooperativeness, initiative, mid
industriousness
.
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Films for Economic Geography
aj
Agriculture
CORNISH VALLEY.
17 min sd rental 75£ BIS. The farm life in southwest England
showing the farm family sufficient unto itself. Includes a trip
to the markets.
COSTA RICA—COFFEE DEMOCRACY.
10 min sd rent $1.50 DeV. Covers a coffee plantation, harvesting,
processing, shipping, home life of workers, schools and iiospitals
of the region.
COTS AND CHICKENS—USA.
25 min sd loan Swift 191*3 • Traces the steps that are followed in
moving dairy and poultry products from the country to the consumer.
CROFTERS.
2h min sd $25 rent 750 BIS 19UU. Scenes of the highlands of 3o6t-
land. The life of the farmer (crofter) in the area. Sheep
gathering, sliearing, dipping, peat cutting, etc.
THE CROAT! OF THE YEAR.
21 lain sd 75£ BIS 19U5. Fanning in England at the autumn of the year.
Shows the preparation of the lands for the coming farm cycle.
DAIRY FARM.
15 min sd $65 color $100 Coronet 19U2. Life on the typical farm
allowing pastures, the bam interior, milicing, cooling the milk,
haying, silo filling, and activities of farm children during the
summer
.
THE DAIRY INDUSTRY.
11 min sd VGF. The work in producing, processing, and marketing
dairy products. Shows the various jobs and knowledge needed.
Shows the modem dairy plant and farm.
DEMOCRACY AT WORK IN RURAL PUERTO RICO.
22 min sd $17 Castle 19U2. A USDA film. Outlines the history of
the island followed by a discussion of the agricultural resources
and problems. Primarily an agricultural film with the importance
of sugar cane in the past being shown.
EARTH—ROTATION AND REVOLUTION.
12 min sd/si rent $1.50/$1 EPS. Gives a description of the rota-
tion and revolution of the earth and their effect on our climate.
Explains night and day, summer and winter, various zones, and why
it is winter in the northern hemisphere when it is summer in the
southern hemisphere.
«.
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AgricultureFilms for Economic Geography
EARTH—SURFACE AND CLIMATE.
12 min si $22.5>0 rent $1 EPS. Describes the rotation and revolu-
tion of the earth and their effect on our climate. Information
on the hemispheres, continents, oceans, mountains, and rivers.
EVER SINCE EDEN.
30 min sd loan Heinz 19U2. The film is divided into six parts:
the discovery of the tomato in Central America by the Spaniards,
Jefferson recognizes the value of the tomato, Alexander Livingston
develops the tomato, the scientists and tomato culturists at work,
the growing of tomatoes on the farm, the gathering and packing
and transporting of tomatoes to the cannery.
FARMING TAKES SKILL.
9 min sd color $59 Frith 19UL. Presents the facts of general farm
work through modern, scientific farming. Several crops covering the
period of an entire year are shown . Problems of management, labor,
and economic conditions a3 they affect farmers are given.
FIBER FLAX, THE SOURCE OF LINEN.
Ip min sd color Western Colorfilms 19h6. The production, process-
ing, and 3ome of the uses of fiber flax.
FLAX.
9 min sd $10.50 rent f>Q£ BIS 191+U. Shows the enormous growth of
the flax industry in Great Britain 3ince flax supplies could no
longer bo imported.
FOOD AND SOIL.
10 rain sd color loan OWI $Uu5>0 Castle 19UU. Emphasizes the points
that all our food but seafood come3 from the soil, soil erosion
and waste is occuring at an alarming rate, and conservation farming
methods.
FORMATION OF SOIL.
15 rain si $2k EBF 1933- An introduction to the rock-soil cycle
by demonstration, animation, and actual photography. Includes the
effects of weather, stream erosion, glaciers, 'wind and ’waves, rain
and air, and plants and animals.
FROM FLAX TO LINEN.
15 min si |>2U EBF 1930. The history of linen is traced from the
planting of flaxseed to the finished product.
FRUITS, VEGETABLES
,
AND COOPERATION.
18 min sd $23 Castle 19I1I. Shows the benefits farmers can receive
through cooperative marketing. Growing and cooperative marketing
of the following produce: celery, lettuce, potatoes, cherries,
cranberries, mushrooms, peaches, apples, and citrus fruits.
.r
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Films for Economic Geography Agriculture
GENERAL AGRICULTURE.
10 min sd VGF. Tliis film explains the various types of agriculture
and how many farmers diversify tteir operations to make their
farms profitable. Same of the Job3 a farmer must know, worldng con-
ditions, and educational qualifications for the modem farmer.
GIVE US THIS DAY—THE STORY OF BREAD.
25> min sd loan Am inst of baking 19U0. The history of bread is
pictured from the days of ancient Egypt to today. Shows how
bread was made and how it is made in a modem industrial kitchen.
GOLDEN FLEECE.
10 min sd $10 rent 750 Australian N&I bur 19iil. Shows the wool
industry of Australia from the sheep to the final grading and
packing of the wool for shipment.
GOLDEN HARVEST.
10 min sd loan Int Harvester 19U3* The story of citrus fruit in
California.
GRAIN OF RICE.
10 min sd $36 rent $1.2£ B&H 193U. Shows the way rice is planted
nd sown in the Far East. The importance of rice to the Oriental
diet.
GRAIN THAT BUILT A HES£ISPHERE.
10 min sd color cartoon loan CIAA 19U3- Produced by Walt Disney.
A dramatized story of the inportance of com to civilization.
Shows the growth and development of com from the time when it
grew wild to the present day.
GRASSLAND.
10 min sd $8 Castle 1938. A USDA film. A discussion of the problem
of soil conservation on the grazing lands of the Southwest. Covers
sheep and cattle grazing and how to avoid overgrazing.
GRASSY SHIRES.
lii min sd rent 750 BIS 19Ui. For more than 200 years, the heavy
pasture lands of Leicestershire were untouched by the plough. A
district famous for its milk and cheese and cattle becomes a crop
producing area because of the war.
GREEN ACRES.
30 min si color loan Nat Fertiliser Assn. 1939. A story of pasture
improvement and management in cooperation with agricultural experi-
ment stations. Scenes in New Jersey, N. Carolina, S. Carolina,
Georgia, Ohio, Vermont, Virginia, Utah, and Washington.
\.
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AgricultureFilms for Economic Geography
HARVESTS FOR TOMORROW.
30 min sd $21*71 Castle 19ijl. A USDA film. A documentary film on
the farm area of New England. Shows the need and practice of soil
conservation. Shows the dairy region. All persons are real farm
and village people in their familiar surroundings.
HERITAGE YYE GUARD.
30 min sd loan Soil Con Serv Castle 1940. Shows the damage to soil
and wild life by the westward migration and how this damage is
being repaired now.
HISTOfOf OF THE HORSE IN NORTH AMERICA
.
20 min sd #25>0 rent $3 Cal 19U2. Story of the horse over the past
$0 million years, its immediate ancestry, and many of the types
in use today.
HOME CN THE RANGE.
11 min sd loan OWI Castle $8*53 19U2. A USDA film. Shows the
western range lands and the improvements made by the government,
properly located waterholes, windmills, watering tanks, deferred
gracing, and contour furrows, and a round-up with branding and
vadne injections.
HORSE IN NORTH AMERICA.
20 min sd color rent $6 B&H 19Uu The natural history of
the horse on the North American Continent.
HOW WE GET OUR MILK.
15 min si $2U rant $1.50 Bray 1939. Shows the cows being milked,
the milk’s transportation to a receiving station, its examination,
its transportation to the city by trucks and railroad, its pasteuri-
zation, cooling, bottling, and delivery by the dlkman. Shows some
practices used in other countries.
KING COTTON.
19 min sd loan GM 19ii0 Produced by Jam Handy, Covers the develop-
ment of the cotton gin from Eli Whitney’s invention to the machines
of today. Modern cotton farming, the use of cotton fibers espec-
ially in regards to the manufacture of automobiles and the building
of highways.
THE LAND.
U0 rain sd rent 5G£ MMA 19U2, A documentary film telling the story
of erosion. Presents in terms of human life the agricultural
problems of erosion, migration, income, disparity, and mechaniza-
tion. No way out is 3hown nor aro any statements made as to what
ought to be done.
L IVESTOCK AND MEAT.
U9 min sd loan Swift 19UU. The history of livestock and the meat
industry of America.
.<
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MAKING AMERICAN 0HEE3E Bi A MODERN CHEESE FACTORY.
2 r 3i loan Daorow. The story of milk a3 it is processed into
cheese at a factory.
MARKETING GARDENING.
15> min si $2h EBF 1929. A comparison of greenhouse construction
and gardening with outdoor gardening in the South. Also some
scenes on the marketing of the produce by refrigerator cars.
MARKETING LIVESTOCK COOPERATIVELY.
20 min sd color loan Farm Credit Admin 191*2. The story of the
livestock industry and cooperative marketing. Gives quite a few
details on credit, organization, buying, and selling.
MEAT FOR AMERICA.
20 min sd loan YMCA 191*1. A complete story of the origin and pro-
cessing of live stock to meat products.
MILK.
10 min sd EBF 191*6. The dramatic story of milk from the dairy
farm to the table. Shows the use of milk in the home, the dairy
herd, milking and the care of cows, and the pasteurization and
bottling of milk in a modem plant. Shows the use of machines with
out stressing technical details.
MILK AS YOU LIKE IT.
12 rain sd color $90 Dairy Council of St. Louis 191*1*. Made in
cooperation with the Junior Academy of Science students who set
out to find out about dairying as an industry, what it takes
to make fresh, pasteurized milk or cream, evaporated milk, dry
milk, cheese, butter and ice cream.
MILK PARADE.
11 min sd/si $25 loan Milk Industry 1937* The story of milk and
milk distribution narrated by Lowell Thomas.
MIRACLE OF THE MEADOWS.
2 r sd $60 B&H 1939* Covers the process of production of milk
including milking the cows, weighing, testing, pasteurization,
bottling, and distributing the milk. Emphasis on the scientific
aspocts
.
MORE POwTSR TO YOU.
30 ndn sd color loan YMCA. Shows tho nutritious value of bread,
the milling of flour in early times and the processes used now.
MUDDY WATERS.
12 ndn sd $9 Castle 1937* A USDA film. Documentary on the use and
abuse of land in the Southwest since the coming of the whiteman
causing floods and erosions. Suggestions for remedial measures
are given.
. I ...
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AgricultureFilms for Economic Geography
A NATION’S MEAT.
30 min sd loan Swift 19U3* The story of livestock and the meat
industry in America. Traces meat from the farm and ranch to the
retail meat store.
OE'R HILL AND DALE.
1? min sd $50 rent $2 B&H. The life and work of a Scottish shep-
herd on the traele33 and vdndswept grazing lands in Scotland.
ORANGE GROWER.
10 min sd $50 EBF 1939. A map shows the orange production areas
of the U. S. Information is given as to the requirements for orange
growing, the process, and all the factors needed for successful
orange growing. Covers the growing, harvesting, packing, and dis-
tribution of the oranges.
OUR DAILY BREAD.
10 min sd loan Int Harvester. An industrial film showing modem
harvesting, transportation of grain to the market, and the macing
of bread.
OUR WATER SUPPLY.
lh min si color rent $2 Greenwich 19U0. A school produced film.
Shows the cycle of water, natural purification, wliy early settle-
ments were near brooks and lakes, the development of mechanical
aids to get water, and the modem water supply system of Greenwich.
PEANUTS.
1$ min si SBF 1928. The preparation of the ground, the planting,
the harvesting, peanut products, manufacture of peanut butter,
and peanut candy.
PEAR LANDS OF THE PACIFIC.
35 min sd loan Pear Bur 1939. Shows the mountains and valleys
where pears are grown, their cultivation, harvesting, and packaging.
Facts, irrigation, soil, and climate are given with each scene.
Merchandising of pears; pre-ripening, auction and retail selling,
demonstrating, and advertising,
POULTRY—A BILLION DOLLAR INDUSTRY.
28 min sd $22.75 Castle 1939. A USDA film. Shows the size of the
poultry industry in the U.S. Its management, poultry farms,
hatcheries, poultry dressing, and handling poultry products.
POULTRY RAISING.
11 min sd VGF Explains the difference between the part-tine poultry
man and the man whose business is poultry. Various goals of
poultry farmers, jobs and opportunities vd.th their qualifications and
requirements.

£2/
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RAIN ON THE PLAINS.
8 rain sd $6.1j5 Castle 1933* A USDA film. A documentary film show-
ing cattle grazing and land plowing and wind erosion in the Southern
Great Plains. Conservation methods are shown. The darkening of
the sun in Washington, D. C. from dust storms in May 193U is shown.
RANGE SHEEP.
15 rain si $2U EBF 1930. Shows lambs being fed from bottles, sheep
being sheared, marked, counted, and put out to pasture. The pick-
ing of the sheep for market in the fall and the caring of them
during the winter,
SALT OF THE iuARTH.
30 min sd $17 Castle 1937* A USDA film. Shows the activities,
the hardships, the compensations, the life on the farm. Emphasizes
that the wealth produced on the farm exceeds that of the sea and
the mines or other industries.
SAVE THAT SOIL.
28 min sd color loan 19U3 Am potash. Revision of a 1932 silent
film sSlowing the early South and the results of the one-crop
system. Then the reclaiming and conservation of the soil by the
use of crops and soil management is 3hown.
SCIENCE AND AGRICULTURE.
11 rain sd $50 EBF 1939. Portrays the history of the soybean
from its cultivation in China through its culture and use in the
U.S. Shows the benefits of the plant to the soil and the by-
products of the soybean to home and industry,
SPRING ON THE FARM.
15 rain sd rent 75$ BIS 19U*. The activities of the English farmer
during the spring of the year.
STORY OF BANANAS.
20 min sd loan Pan America Union 1937. The banana industry in
Central America.
STORY OF CM® SUGAR REFINING.
30 min sd rent 70$ Ken. Produced by Savannah sugar refining corp.
Planting, cultivating, and harvesting of cane sugar. Processing
of the cane into raw sugar.
STORY OF LEATHER.
10 min sd loan Tanners* Council. From cattle rounu-up to the
finished leather product. Covers the methods and places and
compares modern industrial techniques with skilled handicraft
methods.
..
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Films for Economic Geography Agriculture
STORY OF MILK.
20 rain si $66 rant $h Bray 1938. Reel 1 - Production of milk from
cow to distributing plant. Reel 2 - Distribution of milk from
its processing to delivery to the consumer. $331 3 - Production
of cheese.
SUGAR.
29 min sd loan Business films 19Uu Explanation of the shortage
of sugar, and the production of sugar. An illustration of the
growth, of the planting, and of the harvesting of sugar beets.
SUGAR CANE.
21 min sd $19 Castle 1939. A USDA film. A history of sugar cane
in Louisiana followed by an outline of cane growing, harvesting,
and refining of sugar. Also transportation practices.
SUMMER ON THE FARM.
12 min sd rent 75$ BIS 19UU. Stresses the interdependence of town
and country, as regards to farming in the north-country of England.
TEEN AGE FARM HAND.
9 min sd color $99 Frith 19UU* Gives factual knowledge on farm
work by a story of the way a boy helps his father in running the
farm.
TERRACING IN THE NORTHEAST.
11 min sd $11 Castle 1939. A documentary film containing scenes
of the countryside showing how soil erosion is prevented by ter-
racing. Products covered are tobacco, truck farming, and cover
crops as well as fruit growing.
TRUCK FARMER.
11 min sd $90 EBF 1939. The geography of the Rio Grande delta
and the problems and activities of a truck farmer and his family
of the area.
THE VALLEY.
9| min sd apply TFC. A Warner Bros, production. Devoted to the
experiment of sending 200 Dust Bowl victims in 1935 to Alaska to
establish new homes there. On the forty acres assigned to each
colonist in the Matanuska Valley a thriving agricultural center
has developed through a cooperative plan.
v,
WEATHER WIZARDS.
10 rain sd TFC. Shows the value of the weather bureau to agri-
culture. Specifically to the citrus industry of California.
..
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Films for Economic Geography Agriculture
WETLANDS.
11 min ad $8.50 Castle 19i*l*. A USDA film. Shows the location of
120 million acres of wetland, the need for leaving 78 million
acres of wetland for timber and wildlife and how to claim the
other acres through drainage and water control.
WHAT* S HAPPENED TO SUGAR?
Sd OWI 191*5. Shows the why of the reason for the sugar shortage
during the war and why it is continuing after the war. Covers
the growing of cane and boet sugar, harvesting, refining, and
distribution. Some of the unsuspected uses of 3ugar are shown
through battle, factory, and laboratory scenes. Animation is
used in explaining the cut of the worldwide supply of sugar.
WHEAT.
15 min si $21* EBF 1928. Pictures the story of wheat from pioneer
methods of farming to big-scale farming using machinery and storage
in grain elevators.
WHEAT FARMER.
11 min sd $50 EBF 1938. The life of the wheat farmer and his
family in the cycle of winter wheat. Preparation of the soil,
planting, harvesting, transportation to the grain elevators, and
other chores connected with living on a wheat farm.
WINTER ON THE FARM.
16 rain sd rent 750 BIS 191*1*. On a 500 acre farm the people as they
plough, repair hedges, clear ditches, thresh grain, feed the cows,
etc. in England.
WISE LAND USE PAYS.
19 min sd $18 Castle 1939. A USDA film. Takes up the principles
of soil conservation through contour cropping and reforestation.
Uses pictorial charts in explanations. Photographic sequences
siiow gullied land, diversion ditches, terracing, strip-cropping,
grasses, bird clover, soybeans, and the use of large power equip-
ment,
WOOLEN GOODS.
15 min si $21* EBF 1929. Shows the sources of wool, llama wool,
goats, sheep. Homespun woolens, sheep shearing, carding, etc,
A woolen factory producing woolen goods.
WORLD OF PLENTY.
1*5 min sd $1*7 rent $1.50 BIS 191*3. Documentary film explaining
the problems of food
—
past, present, and future. Shows its
production, uneven distribution, peace-time waste, need for
proper distribution. Use of maps and diagrams to show the situa-
tion. Uses animation, pictorial materials, trick optical effects.
,'
.
*
.
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TBS BANANAS.
12 min sd loan United Fruit 1935. Athorough presentation of the
banana industry from the clearing of the junglo to the shipment
of the banana to the American market. Central America scenes.
Emphasis on the food value of the banana. Silent version of this
film is titled: ABOUT BANANAS.
YESTERDAY, TODAY, AND TOMORROW.
33 min sd loan Heinz 19ii0. Shows the progross made in the develop-
ment of the preservation of food and the canning industry from
the time when Napoleon rewarded a confectioner in Paris for his
way of preserving food up to the present time.
YOU CAN'T EAT TOBACCO.
1U ndn sd color $100 rent $U.£0 EFLA 19U3. A documentary film on
the plight of the one-crop tobacco farmer of the South. Sugges-
tions are given as to practical ways to avoid this plight.
YOUR DAILY MILK.
10 min sd color loan Milk Indus Found Bale $50 19Ul. Shows modem
milk distribution stressing the economic importance of milk in
wartime. Animated charts show the milk distributor's dollar. The
U36 of fresh milk by the any in the Revolutionary War and it. use
today.
.
a/
FILMS FOR ECONOMIC QEOORAPHI
- Forestry -
AMONG THE HARDWOODS.
11 min sd $10 rent Ify Australian N&I Bureau 191*2. Shows the
lumbering industry of Australia.
CALIFORNIA GIANTS.
11 min sd rent $2 FI. A Paramount picture. Tells the story of
the great redwood trees of California.
FOREST RANGER.
33 min sd $25 Castle 19l*l. A USDA film. Explains the duties and
services performed by forest rangers. Shows the recreational
opportunities of our parks.
FORESTRY AND FOREST PR0DUCT3.
10 min sd VGF. The effect of the past on our forests of today,
jobs existant in forestry work, working conditions, and jobs
connected with forestry.
FREEDOM RIDES ON RUBBER.
3i min loan YHGA 191*1*. The history, development, and final achieve-
ment of making synthetic rubber.
LIBERIA*—AFRICA* S ONLY REPUBLIC.
1$ min sd $36 rent $1.30 B&H. Interesting scenes of life in Liberia
showing some similarities to our way of living and somd things that
are different. Among the industries is the rubber industry of
Firestone shoving the plantations.
ONE MATCH CAN DO IT.
10 irdn sd $30 Haselton 191*0. Shows the effects of the carelessly
discarded match. Methods of sighting, locating, reporting, and
combating fires. Scenes of a brush fire in the Los Angeles area
with the after effects when a watershed is destroyed.
PAPER MAKING.
20 min sd $100 Coronet 19i*l. Shows in complete detail the processes
needed to make trees into paper in Canada and the U.S, Then it
follows the paper to a printing establishment where it is used
in publishing a magazine.
PINE WAYS TO PROFIT.
,
16 min sd $17 Castle 1939. A USDA film. Shows the new source of
profit being found in the southern pine and shows the proper method
of cutting and conservation. Shows the makingof paper and the
distallation of turpentine.

Films for Economic Geography
22/
Forestry
PLYWOOD ON THE FARM.
30 min sd color loan Douglas Fir Plywood Assn Purchase $168 191*2
.
Scenes of Douglas fir logging, plywood manufacturing, description
of the physical properties, and a survey of the important uses of
plywood on farms.
PLYWOOD, THE MIRACLE WOOD.
35 min sd color loan Douglas Fir Plywood Assn Purchase $196 19U2.
Scenes of logging in the Pacific Northwest, details on the manu-
facture of plywood, and a survey of tlie principal uses of plywood
in industry and construction.
REDWOOD SAGA.
11*. min si $18 Haselton. Shows the cutting, loading, transporta-
tion, mill sawing, and finishing operations of the redwood lumber
industry of northern California.
ROMANCE OF MAHOGANY.
1*5 min si loan Mahogany 1937* Pictures the search for mahogany
trees in the tropical jungles, felling trees, transportation to
streams and down rivers, and the making of mahogany lumber and
veneers.
RUBBER GOES SYNTHETIC.
20 min sd loan YMCA. A non-sciantific picture on synthetic rubber
and the prospects for civilian tires and tubes.
SCOUT IN THE FOREST.
25 min sd color $125 Rent $3 BSA 1914*. Methods of forest conser-
vation and the contribution by the Boy Scouts of America. Pic-
tures the place of lumber in industry, social culture, and as a
livelihood. Quite a bit on the replanting program of the Scouts.
STOP FOREST FIRES!
1 r sd $10 Castle 1936. A general discussion of forest fires
with scenes of major fires in the U.S.
STORY OF CHARLES GOODYEAR.
1X>1 min sd apply TFC. A Columbia picture. A dramatization of
Charles Goodyear* 3 struggle to make India rubber usable for
commercial purposes. Concluding scenes sjxw Daniel Webster defend-
ing in a court of law Goodyear* s claim to the patents.
STRENGTH OF THE HILLS.
10 rain sd $8.53 Castle 191*1. A USDA film. Scenes of the wild-
life in our state parks and forests, the lumber industry, some of
the uses of wood, conservation, and fire presentation.
..
HJ
ForestryFilms for Economic Geography
SYNTHETIC RUBBER.
21 rain sd loan Goodyear 19UU. Traces the history of the develop-
ment of rubber from 1892 up to the present production of synthetic
rubber. Discusses other sources of rubber such as milkweed,
guayule plant, and Russian dandelion.
THERE* 5 MORE THAN TIMBER Of TREES.
33 min sd color $130.05 Castle 19U2. A USDA film. Takes you back
to the "nineties 1* tiirough the cutting of virgin forests in New
England, the Lake States, the South, and finally the Northwest.
The effect of forest cutting practices on labor, jobs, and com-
munities.
mSER HARVEST.
11 min 3d/si color loan Mich C 191*1. Gives an idea of the im-
portance of a cook to a lumber camp and the lives of lumberjacks
in its view of the lumber industry.
TOMORROW* 3 TIMBER.
2 r color sound rental $7*50 Ideal 191j6. Shows the timber
resources and lumber industry of Canada. The building of homes
and industry, the making of rayons, and the making of plastics,
and the value of forest and streams to agriculture
.
TREASURES OF THE FOREST.
15 min sd $16 Castle 191*1. A USDA film. Documentary on the
depletion of forest resources in the U.S. Animated graphs com-
pare eaely population and forests to those of the present. Effects
of poor forestry practice and methods of conservation.
TREES AND HOMES.
33 rain sd color loan Weyerhaeuser 191*1. Shows logging and mill
operations at Longview, Washington.
TREES AND MEN.
1*1* min sd loan Weyerhaeuser 1938. Story of logging and reforesta-
tion in the Pacific Northwest with scenes in various camps and
mills, and a historical sequence on the development of the West-
ward March of 1850.
TREES FOR TOMORROW,
18 rain sd loan Castle 191*2. Shows the methods used in the conser-
vation of forests. Shows products made from wood; plywood air-
craft, pro-fabricated houses, raw materials for chemicals, cello-
phane, plastics, and clothing.
TREE OF LIFE.
25 min ad $15.55 Castle 1938. A USDA film. Documentary on the
depletion of forest resources in the U.S. Animated graphs compare
early population and forests to those of the present. Effects
of poor forestry practice and methods of conservation.
'
ForestryFilms for Economic Geography
TREES TO TRIBUNES*
30 rain sd loan Chicago Tribune 19U3« (revised 1937 film) Shows
the lumber and paper industries as well as the printing of a
large city newspaper. From timberland to the newspaper reader.
VERMONT* S MAPLE INDUSTRY.
30 min si loan YMCA 1935. Shows how maple sugar and syrup is made
from the time the tree is tapped for tlie sap to the completed
product.
WOOD FOR WAR.
6 rain sd color $27.77 Calvin 19U2 . A U3DA film. Shows the many
uses of woo l during peace and the synthetic substitutes of war.
Stresses the need for conservation of the forests.
YOUNG AMERICAN TRAGEDY.
3 rain sd loan Castle 19h2, A USDA film. Pictures the greatest
single cause of forest fires. The honest, patriotic American
through carelessness.

22/
FILMS FOR ECONOMIC GEOGRAPHY
- Mining and Manufacturing -
ALUMINUM.
9 min sd loan OVfiC $7.50 Castle 19hl. Shows importation of bauxite
from Dutch Guiana and its processing into aluminum and thence into
fighting planes. Photographed on the Gulf Coast.
ALUMINUM.
1$ min si $2h EBF 19hl. Shows mining, concentrating, and processing.
Open pit and tunnel raining. Examples of practical applications of
the metal.
ALUMINUMi MINE TO METAL.
30 min si 1938 sd 19li3 U3BM. The use of aluminum in transporta-
tion, in homes, buildings, industry. The source of bauxite, its
mining, purifying, and preparation of alumimaa ingots for fabrica-
tion work.
ASBESTOS.
30 min si loan U3BM 1938. Shows the mining and processing of as-
bestos and the uses of asbestos products.
COPPER MINING IN ARIZONA.
U5 min si loan USBM 1938. Shows open pit methods of raining and
under ground methods.
DIAMONDS IN THE ROUGH.
1 r sd TFC, A 20th Century Fox film. Shows diamond raining in the
De Beers open diamond mine in South Africa.
FACTORY FARMERS.
10 min sd $8.02 Castle 19hh* A U3DA film. Shows the decentralisation
of industry and the advantages of a cash income from industry and
life in a rural area.
FASHION’S FAVORITE.
33 rain sd loan DuPont Rayon Div 19ii0. Story of the manufacture of
cellulose acetate and of viscose rayon as don© by DuPont. Com-
plete factory scenes and soma laboratory tests are shown.
A GHOST TC&VN SAVES ITSELF.
1 r sd March of Time Vol. h No. 3« Shows the disastrous effects
upon a one-industry town when economic conditions force tee iiadustry
into bankruptcy and the v/ay one such city began its economic
rehabilitation. Araoskeag Mfg. Co. cotton textile mills of Man-
chester, N.H. is the subject concerned.
GOLD.
15 min si EBF 19h0. Shows the raining of gold in Alaska and the
manufacture of articles out of gold.
•
Mining and Manufacturing
INVALUABLE INGREDIENT.
20 min sd loon P&3 $172.25 Leslie Salt Co. 19U3. The uso of the
fable concerning salt and its importance to life contributes to
the romantic treatment of a trip through a factory where the majority
of the operations are carried on inside closed machines.
IRON MINING AND MANUFACTURE.
15 min 3i $25 rent $1 BIS 19L1. Shows open pit mining near Mar-
quette, Midi., loading ore into freighters, transporting it via
Lake Superior and the ”3oou Locks tc D.troit where it is unloaded.
Followed by the making of pig iron and the reraelting of pig iron.
LEAD.
15 min si $2ii EBF 1930. The way in which lead ore is mined and
smelted, some of the uses of the metal in industry.
LAKE CARRIER.
S min sd loan OSH Castle 19U2. Shows the part that the ore boats
on the Great Lakes played in winning the war. Shows the mining
of ore and the way it is transferred from the boats to the mills.
LOOKING THROUGH GLASS,
18 rain sd rent 750 BIS 19^5. Shows the production of glas3 through
modern mass production methods, as well as some of the hand pro-
duction still used in artistic masterpieces of glassware.
MAGNESIUM—FESTAL FROM THE SEA.
23 min sd loan USBM 19Uw A DOW chemical film. Through the con-
versation of two airplane passengers the importance and story of
magnesium as to its source and production is told. Uses animated
drawings in explanations.
MAKING GLASS.
Hi min si $2U rent $1.50 Saain 1939* Filmed at the World* s Fair
Glass center. Shows the process of making glass step by step
from furnace to finished product.
MAN WHO CHANGED THE WORLD.
11 min sd apply TFC. A 20th Century Fox production. The story of
the invention of the spinning jenny in 1767 by James Hargreaves,
the English spinner, and the way it laid the foundation for the
machine age. Describes the relationship of the machine to the con-
flict between man labor and machine labor.
MANUFACTURE OF LAMINATED GLASS.
8 min sd loan Pittsburgh Plate Glass. Various steps are shown.
MANUFACTURE OF P C GLASS BLOCKS.
8 rain sd loan Pittsburgh Plate Glass. Various steps are shewn.
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Ellraa for Economic Geography Mining and Manufacturing
MANUFACTURE OF PENNVERNON WINDOW GLASS*
8 min sd loon Pittsburgh Plate Glass. Manufacturing steps arc Shown.
MANUFACTURE OF PLATE GLASS AND HIRR0R3.
1$ rain sd loan Pittsburgh Plato Glass. Shows the manufacture from
raw materials to finishod products by a trip through a factory.
MEN, METALS, AND MACHINES.
35 lain sd loan Rothacker 19l<2. Shows the cooperation needed to
make tha largest nickel rolling sail in the world operate s’ooothly
and efficiently.
MINES ABOVE THE GROUND.
19 rain sd loan WE 191*2. Tho dramatized story of salvage ar.d its
importance in the war. An outline of tha Bell System's conserva-
tion program and the method of Western Electric to reclaim and
reuse scrap metals is shown.
MINING OF SULPHUR IN THE GULF COAST REGION.
35A^ ^dn black and white/ color si/sd loan Freeport Sulphur Co.
1939* Shows the value of sulphur in modern life and hoar it is
rained by tho deep-well method.
MOUNTAINS OF MARBLE.
18 rain sd loan Vermont Marble. Produced by Castle. Shows the
plants and quarries of the Vermont Marble Co. and the us© of its
products in building etc.
NE»S ENGLAND BLACKSMITH.
20 rain si rent $2 BEVA 191*2. Portrays the historical, development
of production methods from the use of human muscles t! rough
the use of small machines in local snops to the use of gigantic
machines in mass production by telling the story of a black® dt-
as the years pass by.
NICKEL MINING.
16 rain sd loan USBM 19l*0. Shows the processes for ndnlng nickel
in the Sudbury district, Ontario where most exte isivo deposits of
nickel-bearing ores are located.
PILLARS OF SALT.
1 r si loan GE. How salt is refined and prepared fer market at
one of the large salt mines in the U.3.
PROGRESS REPORT.
10 rdn sd rent 50£ BIS 19RU. Description of turning marsh land into
playing fields, extraction of magnesium from sea water, a id the
making of dedgewood china.
.-
Films for Economic Geography Mining and Manufacturing
RAYON.
35 Join sd loan An Viscose 19lil. An insight of the rayon industry
by means of sane inspection tours through sorae of the large plants
raaldng rayon.
RECITAL OF FAITH.
35 rain sd loan Mod 19U). The 3tory of a company who30 leader
risked everything he owned to expand hi3 aluminum company to
digpel the illusion that there is plenty of aluminum in the
country. Shows the opening of bauxite deposits in Arkansas and
takes you on a trip through aluminum plants. The story of
Reynolds metals.
SCRAP FOR VICTORY,
12 min sd $25 rent $1.50 BraF 191)1. A dramatization of the problem
of salvage showing an American family at work salvaging wool,
metal, and rubber. What happens to the material as it is built
into war supplies and machines.
STAINLESS STEEL.
29 min sd loan USBM 19U3. Stresses waste and destruction caused
by rust, and the huge sum of money 3pent by mankind in fighting
rust. Shows the testing of stainless steel and its manufacture.
STEEL.
25 min sd loan Am inst of Steel Construction 1937. The complete
story of steel.
STEEL.
10 min sd $27 rent $1,50 Gut 1938. Produced by Paths News. The
manufacture of steel from liquid pig iron to the finished product.
STEEL—MAN* 3 SERVANT.
38 min sd color loan US Steel Corp of Del. 1938. Documentary of
the steel incustry' from the mining of the iron ore to the
finished product.
STORY OF STEEL,
1 r sd $])0 rent $2 Knowledge Builders 1939. Shows the manufacture
of steel and shows its important uses in the world today.
SULPHUR.
20 min sd/si loan USBM I9I4I. The story of sulphur from its deposits
to its shipment by rail and slips. Processes are shown by animated
drawings.
TIN.
15 min si 2b EBF 1930. Traces the flow of tin from the Malay
States to factories in the 13. S. Shows the raining of tin ore and
the making of tin plate. Use of animations to explain.
>.
12/
Flln3 for Economic Googri phy Mining and Manufacturing
UNFINISHED RAINBOWS.
3o rain sa loan Mod 19ig. Traces tbo aluminum industry from Napo-
leon Ill's tine to tho present. The story of an industry. Shov.ro
tho search for cheaper methods of processing and the opening of
now fields for tho metal.
WEALTH OF THE ANDES.
20 nin sd loan CIAA 19UU. Shoves the Oero de Pasco mining district
in tho Andos in Peru. Copper and lead mining. Trip to the area
by the Central Railway of Peru, one of tho greatest engineering
feats of the times.
YOUR TOS.VW—A STORY OF AMERICA.
10 min sd loan NAM 19Uo, The story of tsje building of a factory
and a tovm around it. Shows the influence of this factory on the
life of tiie community by a dramatized story. Shows tho inter-
dependence of peoples.
."
'
FILMS FOR ECONOMIC GEOGRAPHY
- Ocean Fishing -
ALASKA 1 S SILVER MILLIONS.
3h min sd/si loan Am can 1936. Narrated by Father Hubbard. Scenes
of Alaska, the life cycle of the salmon, and the salmon industry.
Suitable for regional geography.
FISHING.
10 min sd $21 rent $1.£0 Gut 1938. Produced by RKO Pathe. Sport
fishing and salmon fishing in Newfoundland, trout fishing, fishing
on the Seine, in Palestine, in Sicilian waters, and tuna fishing.
FISHING IN THE FIORDS.
11 min sd/si $8.75/$17*5>0 Nu-Art 1938. Shows the various types of
fishing boats used in catching codfish. The obtaining of cod-liver
oil and the use of other parts of the fish.
GASPE CODFISHEHMEN.
11 min sd $15 Canada 19UU. The life and work of the Gaspe cod
fishermen.
GRANTCN TRAWLER.
11 min sd rent $1.50 MMA 193k. Produced by Post Office film unit,
London, England. Gives the story of fishing by dragnet methods off
the east coast of Scotland.
NEW ENGLAND FISHERMEN.
11 min sd $50 EBF 1938. The domestic life and work of fishermen
of New England. Fishing on the Grand Banks with scenes of work and
living conditions.
NORTH SEA.
2h min sd $81* rent $5 Pictorial 1939* The life of North sea fisher-
men, as they get their living from the sea.
SHELL-FISHING.
11 min sd $50 EBF 1938. Covers oyster, crab, clam, lobster,
fishing industries on eastern coast of U.S, Planting, dredging, and
preparing crops for market.
VIKING.
6 r sd apply Non Theatrical. Produced by Newfoundland Labrador
Film Go. Also available in It r sd. Dramatized story of a seal-
ing fleet as it searches seals off the coast of Labrador. Prologue
by Sir Wilfred Grenfell.
WHALE HOI
1 r sd apply TPC. A Earner Bros, picture, A dramatized story of
a day's whaling. Locating, pursuing, and harpooning of a whale by
fishermen in a small boat.
...
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81/
- Power -
CLOUDS GO TO WORK.
12 min sd $30 rent $1.*>Q EPS. Shows the many uses of water such
as fire fighting, growing food, lumbering, water power, irrigation,
water resevolr3 of cities and town.
COAL FROM NEW ZEALAND* S ALPS.
12 min sd loan New Zealand legation 19hk. Begins with a panorama
of the Southern Alps of N.Z. Gives the story of the miners of coal
of this region showing their family and social life.
EVOLUTION OF THE OIL INDUSTRY.
36 min sd loan USBM 19Ul. A comprehensive story of the petroleum
industry beginning v&th stories of Biblical times to today. The
historical development of the oil industry.
MIRACLE OF HYDRO.
10 rain sd TFG. A 20th Century Fox film. A description of the
Bonneville and Grand Coulee Dams on the Columbia River, including
scenes of the dams, salmon run, logging activities, and the effects
of artificial irrigation.
OIL FROM THE EARTH.
20 min sd loan Shell 19Ul. An overview of the oil Industry in a
nontechnical manner. Shows the obtaining of the raw material,
topographical structure of the earth, locating oil, drilling for
oil, pipe lines, refining, distribution, and uses.
PEAT AND COAL.
12 min sd $30 rent $1.50 EPS 1939. Shows the mining and use of
peat and the formation of coal.
PETROLEUM AND ITS USES.
L2 min sd loan USBM 19k3, (The Sinclair Refineries) Illustrates
the principal uses of petroleum products in the daily life of the
average American family* Shows how petroleum products are obtained
and how they are used.
PIPELINE.
17 min sd loan Shell 19hl. Shov/s the machinery being handled for the
building of an oil pipeline.
POWER AND TIE LAND.
39 min sd $3 Castle 19i«0. A USDA film. Shows the rural electri-
fication program and how it can be organized through cooperatives
to be obtained at cost from the government. Before and after
conditions are shown with the advantages well illustrated.
ITT
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PowerFilms for Economic Geography
PQER BEHIND THE NATION
.
38 min sd loan color Norfolk & We 3tom 19U0. Shows the mining
and transportation of bituninous with an explanation at the begin-
ning of the film of the power created by coal.
STORY OF COAL.
1 r sd #1*0 rent $2 Knowledge Builders 1938. Shows the formation
of coal over the ages, where it is found in the U.S., and how it
Is rained. Pictured through the reading of a book on the story of
coal by a boy.
STORY OF GASOLINE.
30 min si loan USBM 1939. The Standard Oil of Indiana. From the
production of crude oil to the finished product of gasoline. Uses
animated photography for explanations. Illustrates the uses of
naphtha, kerosene, gas oil, lubricating oils, fixed gas, and coke.
tva.
20 rain sd loan TVA 191*0. A presentation of the work and outcomes
of TVA of seven years* progress. Shows the many purposes of the
project and the activities entered into by TVA.
TEN THOUSAND FEST DEEP.
20 min sd loan Shell 191*2 . Shows the present methods of locating
oil and drilling for it in the bayous of Louisiana.
TODAY AND TOMORROW.
If r sd DeV 191*6. An explanation of the scientific and industrial
background of today in contrast to the background of yesterday.
Surveys the use of power, nan* s conquest of the air, and the con-
tribution made by machines.
WATER POWER.
10 min sd $£0 EBF 1937. Follow the watercycle to show how
waterfalls benefit man. Shows tiie development of water power in
the U.S. Niagara Falls, Boulder Dam, Tennessee Valley. Worldwide
survey of potential water power in the main river systems of the
world.
WORK OF RIVERS.
1 r si TFC. Describes sere of the ways rivers 3arve us. The use
of rivers for gravel, power, irrigation, and for navigation.
Scenes taken along the Columbia River.
.,
'
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FILMS FOR ECONOMIC GE008APHI
- Recreational Activities -
EVOLUTION OF THE MOTION PICTURE.
21 min si/sd $ljj8/$72 rent $2/$3 B&H 19*40. From 1600 B.C. when
shadow pictures were used in Egypt up to the talking picture is
covered. Shows the improvements by examples and pictures of the
machines used,
FASCINATING FLORIDA.
11 rain si loan 111 Central 19U2. Scenio shots of tourist attrac-
tions offered in various cities in Florida.
FILM THAT WAS LOST.
10 rain sd apply TFC. The early history of motion pictures, the
preservation of film, and the Rockefeller Foundation Film Library.
HOW MOTION PICTURES MOVE AND TALK.
11 min si/sd $20/$32 rent $1 B&H. Loaned free to schools. 1939.
Shows the mechanical, electrical, and visual principles by which
modem talking raovife films are made possible.* Traces the production
of a Hollywood feature release from the raw film to the eventual
shipment of l6ram sound prints in metal containers.
MOVIES MARCH OK.
22 rain sd apply MMA. A quick overview of the American motion
picture industry of yesterday and today. Glimpses of film shooting,
construction of scenery, wardrobe and props, casting, editing.
Then excerpts from early American films from 1903 to 1930 and views
of famous men in the industry.
SILVER SHADOWS.
20 rain sd $72 rent $3 B&H 19U0. A short history of silent motion
picture entertainment. Shows the first theatrical use of pictures
that move, and the first newsreel service, and excerpts from
some of the early silent films.
WHEN WORK IS DONE.
9 min sd loan OWI 191&. Shows how the town of Sylacauga, Ala.
solved its housing and recreation problems through effective
planning.
YOUTH HOSTELING IN AMERICA.
21 min sd color rent $3 B&H 19kl. A discussion of the principles
of hosteling followed by a 2ii hour cycle at a hostel in New England.
Scenes of Canada, Mt. Harder, Crater Lake, Grand Canyon, and Mexico.
..
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FILMS FOR ECONOMIC GEOQRAPHI
- Trade, Transportation, Communication -
AIRPLANE CHANGES OUR WORLD MAP.
11 rain sd $50 EBF 1942. Description of how the airplane has changed
the concepts of the map of the world by reducing travel distances.
Shows the problems of mapmakers and contrasts distances between
points on the globe by land, water, and air.
AIR WAVES.
10 rain sd loan Ganz 1939. Produced by Pathe . Narrates the story
of radio broadcasting from the beginning to 1939. Ends with a trip
through the NBC studios of Radio City, NIC.
ALONG THE OLD SANTA FE TRAIL.
15 rain color si/3d loan Santa Fe Ry. Historical prologue followed
by scenes of New Mexico and the Grand Canyon. Streamline train to
Los Angeles, change to bus from Los Angeles to Bakersfield and
train at Bakersfield to Oakland via San Joaquin valley. Bus from
Oakland to San Francisco over the Oakland Bridge.
ALONG TIE LIFE LINE OF THE BRITISH EMPIRE.
11 rain si/sd $8.75/$17.50 rent $1./$1.5>0 Nur-Art 1938. A trip from
India through Suez-Mediterranean-Gibraltar to England by boat.
ARTERIES OF HE CITI.
11 min sd $50 EBF 1941. Takes up the distribution of residential
and business sections, the travel of city workers, planning trans-
portation, various transportation systems, the use of bridges and
tunnels, and the need for regulations and police enforcement.
ARCTIC PASSAGE.
18 min sd $100 rent $3 Pictorial 1944. A pictorial record of the
building of the Alcan Highway.
BOATS OF THE GREAT LAKES.
15 rain si $25 rent $1 Educ film serv 1938. Ore boats, coal boats,
freighters, auto ferries, railway ferries, and passenger steamers
are seen as they ply the Lakes.
THE BRIDGE.
30 rain sd loan CIAA 1944. A picture of the life of the people of
Latin America and the .art which air transport will play in their
future.
BX HIGHWAY TO THE CANAL.
22 rain si color loan 1940 Pan Am Union. From Mexico to Panama by
highway with some views from an airplane as It flies over the area.
Shows markets, natives, local customs, and other scenes along the
highway from Laredo to Panama.
-•
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Films for Economic Geography Trade, Transportation, Communication
CANALS OF ENGLAND.
22 min sd $85 EBF 1938* Shows the origin, development, and present
status of canal transportation in England,
CARAVAN.
30 min sd color loan GM 19^2. A review of General Motors Parade of
Progress which toured North America. Aviation demonstrations,
architectural exhibits, development of power, and modem kitchen
apparatus
.
CAUGHT MAPPING.
10 min sd loan GM 191*2. Shows how changes are made continuously
in road maps by road scouts and quick printing methods.
COMMUNICATION
.
10 min sd $50 EBF 19U2. Shows the most important points in the
story of man 1 s human communication. Devices; social, cultural, and
economic effects on man are pictured.
DEVELOPMENT OF TRANSPORTATION.
10 min sd $50 EBF 1939. Covers the transportation developments in
tho U.S. during the pa3t 150 years. Features railroads and highways
but also includes trie airplane and its potentialities.
EMERGENCY IN HONDURAS.
20 min 3d loan CIAA 191*1*. The story of a road building project by
trie government in Honduras with the aid of the government of the
U.S. caused by the war threatening the export of bananas by sea to
the U.S.
FREIGHT TRAIN
.
11 min si/sd $1*0 rent $1.50 Barr 19h2. Shows the carrying of freight
to the freight house by trucks, shipment through the terminal into
a car, the switching of a car to a train, final insjjection, and
the beginning of the journey.
FREIGHT YARD.
20 min sd loan NY Central 19U2. Documentary on the operations in
a great freight classification yard. Presents what happens to a
train from time it enters the yard till it leaves. No commercial.
FROM OCEAN TO OCEAN.
10 min sd $30 rent $1.25 B&H. Maps and animation and photography
demonstrate the importance and operation of the Panama canal.
Shows Gatun Lake and the Continental Divide. A banana plantation,
native canoes, ancienttrail, and a modern road.
FUTURAMA.
10 min sd loan GM 19Ul. The vrorld of I960 based on the GM World
Fair 1939-191*0 exhibit.
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GREAT LAKES.
20 min sd color $90 Canada 19iil. Available with English or French
commentary. Shows the main route of shipping on the Great Lakes,
the types of cargoes, the workings of the great locks and canal
systems, and the great industries along the shores.
LAKE CARRIER.
8 min sd loan OWI Castle 19U2. Shows the part that the ore boats
on the Great Lakes played in winning the war. Shows the mining
of ore and the way it is transferred from the boats to the mills.
LAND TRANSPORTATION.
1$ min si $25 rent $1 Harvard 1937. Pictures the advancements
made in transportation through the ages. Covers human carriers}
beasts of burden; wheel carts; carriages; stage coaches; steam,
electric, and motor vehicles.
LESSONS FROM THE AIR.
18 min sd rent 75# BIS 19u5- The broadcasting of educational
programs to schools over the BBC in Britain. Lessons in history,
geography, architecture, music. Shows the planning, execution,
and receiving of the lessons.
LEST M FORGET,
10 rain sd loan GM I9I4I. Compares in a humorous manner the cars
of yesterday with the cars of today. Trials of the motorists of
yesterday are shown through flashbacks. At the end the designs
of Cars of the future are shown,
LOADED FOR WAR. ,*
,
25 min sd color loan Santa Fe Ry. 19U3. Tells the story of Ameri-
can railroads during the war. Gives a good record of how rail-
roads transport products and people around the country.
NEWS IN THE AIR.
25 min sd loan HAGA 1939* Shows the role of the ”Es30 Reporter”
in bringing the news to the public everyday. What takes place
before each broadcast.
NIGHT MAIL.
25 min sd $26 rent 750 BIS 1936. Tells the story of an overnight
journey of a mail train as it collects and delivers mails from
London to Glasgow, Topical incidents that occur are shown,
OUR NEIGHBORS DOWN THE ROAD.
U3 min sd color loan GIAA 19^2. A motor trip along the route
of the Pan-American Highway from Caracas to Saniago, Buenos Aires,
and Rio de Janerio with a side trip to the Strait of Magellan.
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OUR SHRINKING WORLD.
10 rain sd $25 YAF 191*6. A documentary on the history of trans-
portation and communication
.
Shows how they have brought people
closer together and their effect on our lives. Accompanied try
1* slidefliras on the history of land, water, air transportation
and communication. Slidefilras are $2.50 each with guide.
PAGEANT OF AMERICAN INLAND TRANSPORTATION.
1*5 rain si loan B&O. Constant revision. Covers the story of inland
transportation in the U.S. during the history of our country.
PAN-AMEBICANA.
10 rain sd $$0 rent $2 BraF 19l*l. Portrays the trade relations
and means of communication between the Americas and stresses the
elementary rules of pronunciation of the Spanish language.
PASSENGER TRAIN.
11 rain sd $50 EBF 191*0. Takes one on a journey on a streamlined
Diesel-electric-powered passenger train allowing the duties of the
various people of the railroads. Attention is called to the com-
fort, safety, and efficiency in train operation. Problems of
righb-ojp-way, tunnels, and bridges are mentioned.
PORTAGE.
2 r sd color rent $7*50 Ideal 191*6. Canada as the land of water-
ways and rapids. The streams and rivers are replaced only by the
motor car and railway. Shows the importance of fur trade to
Canadian history, detailed building of a birch-bark canoe.
PROCEDURE OF UNITED STATES CUSTOMS FOR SHIPS AND PASSENGERS ENTERING
THE UNITED STATES.
15 min si $2l* Frith 1939. Takes the audience on a trip around with
the customs and iimnigration as they inspect ships in the harbor
arriving from foreign ports. Shows how the U.S. Coast Guard is
called in when a ship is thought to be carrying illegal goods.
RAILRQADGCNI
30 rain sd color loan GE 191*1. Sponsored by GE and the American
Locomotive Co. Gives the epic story of the development of the
railroads of America and the part they played in the development
of the country. Good narration, sound* and color.
REMOTE CCHTRQL.
10 min sd loan GM. How automobile traffic signals are made to
turn red and green and how trains are switched to correct tracks,
ROADS SOUTH,
20 min sd loan GIAA 19U3* Shows transportation in the Latin
American countries. Explains why they have been so widely developed.
Contrasts the airplane with other methods of travel in S. A.
••
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ROLLIN’ DOWN TO MEXICO.
20 min sd loan Pan Am Union 1937. A travel film featuring a trip
to Old Mexico along the Pan American International Highway.
SAFEGUARDING HEALTH AT THE NATIONS GATEWAYS.
15 min si $21* Frith 1939. Shows what happens when a ship enters
a harbor and is flying the yellow quarantine flag. Shows the
way the Coast Guard flys doctors to patients and patients to hospi-
tals.
SINGING WHEELS.
23 min 3d loan Auto Mfgrs A33n 191K). Shows how highway transpor-
tation effects life in America. Primarily concerned with the
motor truck service in the U.S.
TELEVISION.
10 min sd loan Ganz 1939. A Pathe film. Begins with the experi-
ments in television. Glimpses of television cameras in action,
and home receivers. Shows the televising of a horse race.
TELL IT WITH TELEVISION.
1 r sd 191*6 Jam-Handy. Sponsored by the American Central Mfg Co.
A record of the company* s advertising television program showing
what it takes to put a television show on the air.
THIS AMAZING AMERICA.
20 rain sd color loan Y84GA 191*1. Produced by Wilding for Greyhound
Bus Lines. A dramatized story woven about a bus trip around the
U.S* Shows many historical and interesting places. Points out
the convenience, comfort, safety, etc. of bus traveling in an
obtrusive manner throughout the trip.
TO MARKET, TO MARKET.
10 min sd color $59 Frith 191*3* Shows the transportation of com-
modities fronfarm to wholesaler, to retailer.
TO NEW HORIZONS.
21* min sd loan GM 19i*0. A trip through the Futurama exhibit of
GM at the World* s Fair 1939-ljQ. Shows the world of I960.
TRAIL OF THE OLYMPIAN.
23 min si color loan Milwaukee Rd, Takes you on a trip from
Chicago to Tacoma, Wash. Interior views of the train, beautiful
scenic shots of the country from Chicago to Tacoma!
TRANSPORTATION.
10 min sd VGF. Covers bus, truck, and taxi transportation.
Shows the jobs in the field and the working conditions.

Trade, Transportation, CommunicationFilraa for Economic geography
THE VOICE OF THE CITY.
10 min sd loan Distributed by the local Bell Telephone Co. Shows
various aspects of telephone service in New York City. Uses of
the telephone, complexity of the telephone system, explanation of
the dial system, use of the switchboard. Gives an appreciation of
the effort and skill in back of our telephone system.

FILMS FOR ECONOMIC GEOGRAPHY
- Regional Geography -
- United States -
ALONG THE OLD SANTA FE TRAIL.
l£ min color si/sd loan Santa Fe Ry. Historical prologue followed
by scenes of New Mexico and the Grand Canyon. Streamline train to
Los Angeles* change to bus from Los Angeles to Bakersfield and train
at Bakersfield to Oakland via San Joaquin valley. Bus from Oakland
to San Francisco over the Oakland Bridge.
ALASKA—RESERVOIR OF RESOURCES.
10 min sd EBF 19b2, Relationship of people living in Alaska to
their environment. Shows fishing* lumbering* mining* fur trapping,
and agriculture, and transportation. Discusses transportation
problems.
ALASKA’S SILVER MILLIONS.
3U min si/sd loan Am Can 1936. Narrated byFather Hubbard. Scenes
of Alaska, the life cycle of the salmon* and the salmon industry.
ARIZONA—ITS MINERAL RESOURCES AND SCENIC WONDERS.
iiO rain sd loan USBM 19hP Partly colored. Produced by Phelps Dodge
Corporation. Topography and mining areas. Indian village* panning
gold* various mines and statistics (copper* gold, manganese*
mercury, limestone* gypsum* sericite* feldspar* onyx, silica*
asbestos, and bituminous coal) various dams* the Colorado River*
and agricultural acdevenents. Cities of Tucson and Phoenix and
the University of Arizona.
BUST SPOTS IN FLORIDA.
9 min sd $2$ Hoffberg. The capital at Tallahassee; turpentine
production, citron groves* packing oranges, packing grape fruit,
farmers wholesale market* making cigars, and cultivation of tung-
011 trees.
CALIFORNIA GIANTS.
11 min sd rent $2 Fi. A Paramount film. Tells the story of the
great redwood trees of California.
CALIFORNIA’S GOLDEN MAGIC.
30 min color si loan Mutual Orange Distributors 19kQ, Covers the
citru ; industry of California. From the discovery of California by
the Spaniards to the present time. Picking* processing* packing*
and marketing of lemons, oranges* and grapefruit,
CITY WITHIN A CITY.
10 min 3d apply TFC. A Columbia film. A young couple arrive at
Grand Central to see the sights of New York City. They take a tour
of Radio City and Rockefeller Center. Views from the top of the
RCA building, scenes of all the buildings* inside NBC, and Radio
City Music Hall, etc.
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Films for Economic Geography United States
COLORFUL CALIFORNIA.
15 min si color ^60 rent $3 B&H 19Ul. Redwood Highway, Golden Gate
Bridge, San Francisco* s Chinatown, Oakland Bay Bri ge, Yosemite
Park, palm trees, oil wells, a California beach, orange trees,
desert. Death Valley, and Boulder Dam of Arizona and Nevada.
DEMOCRACY AT WORK IN RURAL PUERTO RICO.
22 min sd $17 Ca3tle 191*2. A U3DA film. Outlines the history of the
island followed by a discussion of the agricultural resources and
problems. The importance of sugar cane in the past.
EMPIRE ON PARADE.
35 n4n sd loan PFC. Sponsored by the Great Northern Railway Co.
Portrays the progress made and the opportunities in agriculture
and industry in the region served by the Great Northern.
EVERGREEN EMPIRE.
11 min sd apply TFC. A 20 Century Fox film.Views of Olympia and
Seattle, the timber country and the lumber industry, the salmon
industry, and the operation of a salmon elevator at a hydro-
electric power day.
FAR WESTERN STATES.
11 min sd $50 EBF 19i*2. A description of the states of Wash., Ore.,
Calif., and Nevada a3 to history, resources, climate, topography,
people, population densities, mining, lumbering, and agriculture.
Sectional contrasts are made,
GLIMPSES OF TEXAS, ITS NATURAL RESOURCES AND THE BIG BEND NATIONAL
PARK PROJECT.
15 min si loan USBM 1936. Through animated photography the size of
Texas to the rest of the U.S., the location of its 3ix principal
oil^andfgas-producing areas, the USBM helium plant, and the loca-
tion of the principal sulphur-producing areas are shown. 5hows the
state parks and the new national park.
GROWTH OF CITIES.
10 min sd $U0 EBF 191*2. Gives the factors that determine the loca-
tion and growth of cities. The trend in the U.S., the types of
cities and city plans, the decentralization of cities into metro-
politan areas, and the prevailing trends in city planning.
HARVESTS FOR TOMORROW,
30 min sd $21.71 Castle 19U1. A USDA film. Documentary on the
farm area of New England. Shows the need and practice of soil
conservation, the dairy region. All persons are real farm and
village people in their familiar surroundings.
HAWAIIAN ISLANDS.
15 min si color $60 rent $2.50 Gut 191*1. Point3 of interest, occu-
pations and the products for which the islands are famous.

United State
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HAITIAN ISLANDS.
15 rain si $21; EBF 193U. Honolulu and surrounding area. Pineapple
industry, native life, and sugar industry.
HOUSING IN AMERICA.
11 min sd $$0 EBF 19hh» Contrasts the "home of the future" created
by modem technology and fitted with every device for comfort and
convenience; with the inadequate houses in which most of us live now.
ICELEDS ARCTIC.
1 r sd apply TFC. Views of Alaska without snow with an extensive
sequence on the salmon industry of the territory.
INTERDEPENDENCE.
30 min si $5>0 rent $2 Harvard 1930. A presentation of the dependence
of individuals and comnunities upon one another. Action scenes
show the specialized jobs of the town and city which increase depend-
ence as well as benefits. Scenes of foreign countries. Comes to
the conclusion that all nations as well as individuals arc inter-
dependent and that progross depends upon their intelligent coopera-
tion.
JOURNEY TO DENALI.
10 rain sd apply TFC 19li2. A Columbia film. A trip on the Alaska
Railroad from Anchorage to Ht, McKinley. The route goes through
Fairbanks and the Matanuska Valley where the U.S. Government
establ shed the Dust Bowl farmers after their migration from the
U.S.
LET’S SEE CHICAGO.
20 min sd color loan Santa Fo Ry. A tour of the railroad hub and
industrial center of the middle west showing the park system,
boulevards, sport highlights, museums, educational institutions,
packingtoim, and industries.
LOS ANGELES—THE WONDER CITY.
12 min sd color $7$ Hoefler 1914;. Mexican district; business
districts; industrial districts, aircraft plants, rubber manufact-
urers, shipyards and harbor; homes, schools, and parks; oilyards,
orange groves; mountains and the sea.
MICHIGAN COMMERCIAL FISHING.
11 rain si/sd color loan Mich C 19l£. The life of the commercial
fishermen on the Great Lakes in both summer and winter.
MIDDLE STATES.
11 rain sd $$0 EBF 19h2, Covers the states of Minn., Iowa, Mo.,
111., Wis., Mich., Ind., and Ohio. Shows the way man has used
the resources of the area* Animated drawings show the local and
foreign migration and population trends. Agricultural and indus-
trial activities are shown in their rel tionsltLp to the rest of
the U.S.

United Statesfilms for Economic Geography
NEW ENGLAND.
12 min 3d apply March of Urns. Gives New England background and
the New England of today showing its industrial economy and its
top technological industries.
fair HORIZONS—ALASKA.
18 min sd apply TFC. A V/arnar Bro3. Production. Contains the
usual scenic views of glaciers, rivers, lakes, farmlands, and also
views of the important industries of the region* fish, fur, and
gold mining.
NEW SOUTH.
15> min si $2% EBF 1932. Traces tho rapid progress of the New
South; it3 agricultural products, raw materials, and water power
for its industries. *he cities of Birmingham, Mobile, New Orleans,
and Miami are shown.
NEW YORK.
22 min si color $120 rent $$ Gut 191*0. Views of New York City.
Very thorough. Includes everything a visitor should see. Shop-
ping crowds, Holland tunnel, bridges, transportation systems,
stock exchange, markets. Bowery, Chinatown, housing projects,
medical centers. Fifth Avenue, Park Avenue, Central Park, Bronx
Zoo, Metropolitan Museum, Columbia University, Harlem, etc.
NEW YORK CALLING.
20 min sd color loan NY Central 191*2. By tho Now York Central
railroad one is brought down the Hudson River into New York City
for a boat trip around Manhattan, a bus ride up Fifth Avenue,
visits to the museums and parks. Coney Island, the Bronx Zoo,
Rockefeller Center, etc., and ends with the trip back home.
NINTH STATE.
22 min sd color sale apply Yorke 191*0. Shows the recreational and
industrial advantages of the 3tate of New Hampshire after an
introduction about the history of the state. Shows water power,
granite, scliools, summer playground and recreational areas, agri-
culture including dairy and poultry farming.
NORTH CAROLINA—VARIETY VACATIGI&AND.
2f> mill sd loan NGC 191CU Shows the recreational and historical
features of the state from the sand dunes on the coast to the
Great Smokies in the western part of the state. In the process
the settling of the Roanoke, agricultural produce and Indian crafts
of the Cherokess are seen.
NORTHEASTERN STATES.
11 min sd EBF 19k2. W. Va., Md., Del., D.C., N.J., Pa., N.Y.,
Conn., R.I., Mass., Vt., N.H., and Me. Features land, people, natu-
ral resources, textile, clothing, heavy industries, transportation,
and recreational facilities. Interdependence of the area with the
rest of the U.S., and the development of tho resources.

Films for Economic Geography United States
NORTHWESTERN STATES.
11 min sd $50 EBF 19u2. Pictures the topography, rainfall, drain-
age, people, cities, scenic and recreational areas, transportation,
commerce, natural resources, and agriculture. States are Mont*,
N.D., S.D*, Wyo., Idaho, Utah, Colo., Nebr., and Kansas. The
interdependence of the area with the rest of the U.S. is shown.
OUR EARTH.
10 min sd EBF 1937. Gives an over-all view of the effect of
tins physical aspects of the earth on people and their activities.
Discusses oceans, ocean currents, climate, coast lines, harbors,
rivers, lakes, valleys, plateaus, and mountains.
OUR NATIONAL GOVERNMENT.
11 rain sd $1j0 rent $2. Knowledge Builders Portrays the
historical background, the operation, and the basic philosophy
of our government. Actual scenes in Washington which gives a
clear mental picture of the size of tho business of government.
PEOPLE OF HAWAII.
11 min sd $*>0 EBF 19li0. Shows the dependence of the natives on
the sea and the local land for food, their home and social life,
sports and craftsmanship, preparation of a native feast, harvesting
sugar cane and pineapples.
PEOPLE OF THE CUMBERLAND.
18 min sd rent $5 BraF 1938. Portra.s the work of the Highlander
Folk School in its effort to improve conditions for the under-
privileged people in tho Cumberland region. Tina effect of un-
productive land upon tho people and the way they migrate to indus-
trial areas.
PLACE TO LIVE.
18 min sd $72 rent $3 BraF I9I4I. Based on a survey by the Phila-
delphia housing association. Pictures the surroundings of a city
boy from the time he leaves his school until he get3 home. The
squalid conditions prevalent in most of our cities today. Sug-
gestions are made but no outright solution is given. Can be applied
to local situation by a follow-up by the teacher.
PUERTO RICO.
1$ min si $2u EBF 19iil. Shows the development of the island under
U.S. control. Location, climate* agricultural products, schools,
colleges, industrial products, and the city of San Juan.
REAL HAWAII.
10 min $36 rent $1.50 color $60 rent $3 B&H 19i42. Tries to bring
out the economic and social background of the area. Shows the
four principal industries—defense, sugar, pineapples, tourists.
Shows the racial composition, survival of native life compared to
modem fishing, factories, merchandizing, and the problems of an
adequate food supply.
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RED, WHITE AND BLUE HAWAII.
10 min sd color apply TFC. A Paramount Technicolor film. Opens
with a relief map of the Islands with a narrated description and
pictorial illustrations of the sugar and pineapple industries,
canoe making, the fishing industry, fishing at Honolulu and the
military .and naval developments including Pearl Harbor.
THE RIVER.
31 min sd $2f>,35> Castle 1937. A USDA film. The 3tory of the Missis-
sippi and its effect on the area and the people who live near it.
SHELTER.
10 min sd EBF 1937. Shows the effect of climate and availabil-
ity of materials on the shelter of various peoples. Houses of
Eskimos, Arabs, Africans, etc. picture the way man has learned to
change raw materials into various types of shelter to suit varying
needs.
SOUTHEASTERN STATES.
11 min sd $£>0 EBF 191*2. Plantation homes, mountaineer cabins,
modem homes in southern cities, rolling blue grass country,
orchards, cotton and tobacco fields, farm and factories of the
region. States included are Ark., La., Miss., Ala., Fla., Ga.,
S.C., N.C., Va. Ky., and Term. Brief historical introduction.
SOUTHWESTERN STATES.
11 min sd $£>0 EBF 191*2. The states are Tex., Okla., N.M., and
Arizona, Discusses topography, rainfall, irrigation, stock raising,
mining, agriculture, and oil extracting and refining. The inter-
dependence of this section with the rest of the U.S.
THIS AMAZING AMERICA.
20 min sd color loan YLiCA 191*1. Produced by Wilding for Greyhound
Bus Lines. A dramatized story woven about a bus trip .around the
U.S* Shows many historical and interesting places. Points out
the convenience, comfort, safety, etc. of bus traveling in an
unobtrusive manner throughout the trip.
TO NEW HORIZONS,
21* min sd loan GM 19l*0. A trip through the Futurama exhibit of
GM at the World* s Fair 1939-1*0, Shows the world of I960,
TRAIL OF THE OLYMPIAN.
23 min si color loan Milwaukee rd. Takes you on a trip from Chicago
to Tacoma, Wash. Interior views of the train, beautiful scenic
shots of the country from Chicago to Tacoma.
TRIP THROUGH UTAH.
V-> min si $60 rent $3 B&H 191*1. Rough desert country. Great
SAit Lake and the skit flats, the world* s largest open copper
mine at Bingham, and Bryce Canyon National Park.
..
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UNITED STATES.
U5 rain 3d $1*^0 BIS 1916* Made by a British Array Film Unit,
Traces the history of the h ,s. from the Pilgrims to the present
day. Shows traditions, characteristics, the wealth, and resources#
An overall view of our country in its development to becoming a
world power. Highly recommended,
THE VALLEY.
9a min sd apply TFC. A Warner Bros, film. Devoted to the experi-
ment of sending 200 Dust Bowl victims in 1935 to Alaska to estab-
lish new homes there. On the forty acres assigned to each
colonist in the Matanuska Valley a thriving agricultural center
has developed through a cooperative plan,
VIRGINIA—THE OLD DOMINION.
15 min si $2U EBP 1932. Depicts a region rich in geographic,
commercial, and historic interest. Surveys “Tidewater Virginia"
with its cities, land and sea products; "Piedmont Virginia *1 5 the
beautiful "Blue Ridge" country; the "fall line" cities and crops;
and tho "Greater Valley."
WASHINGTON, D.C.
10 min sd apply TFC. A Columbia picture available only to schools.
An aerial view of the city followed by views of Union Station,
Penn Ave,, Congress, the Congressional restaurants, Lincoln %morial,
exterior of the White House, Supreme Court Building, Department of
Interior, the Bureau of Standards, the Treasury, the Department of
Justice.
WASHINGTON, D.C,, PEART OF THE NATION.
10 rain sd $2? rent $1,50 Gut 19h2, Panoramic view of the Capitol,
the Congressional library and the Mall interspersed with ground
views of the Congressional office buildings, the Treasury, War
and Navy buildings, the White House, and the Printing Office, the
' Lincoln Memorial, the National Amphitheater, and Mt. Vernon.
WORLD OF I960.
10 rain cd TFC. A Columbia film. A miniature travelogue of the world
of I960 based on the New York World* s Fair Futurama.
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ABEG BIT (PRINCE KDKTARO ISLAND).
10 ndn sd $l£ Canada 19UU. Shows the large farms growing potatoes
and being run on a cooperative basi3. Climate is shown to be good
for growing cereals and fruits, sheep breeding, hog, and cattle,
farming, and fur breeding) lobster, herring and mackerel fishing.
Also allows the travelling libraries.
CANADA.
11 min sd rent $3 March of Time 19UL. Views of Canada from the
geographical and historical standpoints. 'Western, industrial,
maritime, and French Canada.
GATEWAY NORTH.
l£ rain si color $60 rent $3 B&H 19i*0. Traces the first pathway of
htanaan migration through British Columbia. Shows three stages of
civilization. Fishing by nomadic Indians, sub-arctic agriculture,
and raining by old and new methods.
INDUSTRIAL PROVINCES OF CANADA.
10 min sd $*>Q EBF 1$>U3. Shows the people, furs, mining, agriculture,
manufacturing, commerce, paper, and pulp of the Ontario and Quebec
provinces. Relates them to the other regions of Canada, to the
U.S. and to the rest of the world.
MARITIME PROVINCES OF CANADA.
10 min sd EBF 19ii3. Shows the people, fishing, fur farming,
lumbering, farming, raining, smelting, and commerce and their rela-
tionali±p to the otherparts of Canada and to the U.S.
OTTOtfA ON THE RIVER.
18 rain sd loan Canada 191*2, A survey of the life of the people
in the capital city of Canada. Shows the benefits available to the
people who live in a planned city.
PACIFIC CANADA.
10 rain ad $5>0 EBF ±9k3. Shows the people, fishing, lumbering,
agriculture, raining, smelting in the region of British Columbia,
Vancouver Island, and the Yukon territory. Emphasis is given to
the part played by the climate and transcontinental and ocean
transportation in the region.
PEOPLES OF CANADA.
21 min sd $30 Canada 19ii0. Scenes of the various peoples of
Canada and their different types of life to create the feeling that
Canada i3 a "melting pot." Shows fishermen, lumbermen, and coal
miners.
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PRAIRIE PROVINCES OF CANADA.
10 min sd $5>0 EBF 19U3. Provinces of Manitoba, Alberta, and
Saskatchewan and the Northwest Territories and their relationship
to the rest of Canada and the U.S. Following occupations are
seen* agriculture, furs, transportation, mining, and commerce.
PROVINCE OF QUEBEC.
15 min si $21*. EBF 1932. The Saguenay River region of the Lauren-
tion Uplands, pulp and paperraills, backwoods life* the lower St.
Lawrence, Cape Gasps, the fishing industry, Murray Bay, St. Anne
de Beaupre, Quebec, and asbestos mines* the Upper St. Lawrence,
picturesque French-Canadian "habitants" and Montreal.
RIVER OF CANADA.
2 r color sd rent $7.50 Ideal 19ii6. Industrial uife and natural
scenes along the St, Lawrence River. Kingston, Queens University,
Fort Frontenac, Old Fort Ifenry, "The Thousand Islands", Montreal,
Sorel, Trois Riveros, Quebec, toe lie d' Orleans, the villages of
the lower St, Lawrence, and on out to treopen sea.
RURAL QUEBEC FOLKWAYS
.
10 min si/sd $2ij/$36 rent $1/$1.2£ B&H 1939. Shows the life of
the 17th century in present day conditions as lived by the people
of this area. Plowing with oxen, spinning and weaving in the homes,
importance of religion, entertainment, etc. An example of a people
who are self-sustaining.
..
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- Regional Geographer -
- Central and South America -
AMAZON AWAKENS.
35 min ad color loan CIAA 19U5. Produced by Walt Disney in animation
style. The story of the Amazon River basin a owing its history,
industrial progress, natural resources, and the possibilities of
its future,
AMERICANS ALL.
25 min sd loan 19h2 CIAA. First part of the film s ows the dis-
covery and settlement of Latin America and the ties that these
countries have with Europe. Latter part of the film shows the
resources, occupations, industries, sports, education, medical
science, and importance of good trade relations between the
Americas* Animated maps used,
ARGENTINA.
11 min sd $50 EBF 19ljl. Shows the city of Buenos Aires and its
dependence upon the activities of the Pampas. Shows the daily
lives of the people of the city.
ABGEMOTB PRIMER.
23 min sd loan CIAA. Produced by Julien Bryan. The geography and
history of the country introduces the film followed by scenes of
the country as it is today. Emphasis is given to the country* s
attempt to make itself an industrial country. Shows the modern
city of Buenos Aires, the various industries of the area.
ARGENTINE SOIL.
22 rain sd loan CIAA. Buenos Aires, wild horses, sheep, cattle,
magnificient cataracts and rivers, cultivation of mate, tobacco,
cotton, and fruit.
ATACAMA DESERT.
20 min sd loan CIAA 19hh> A Julien Bryan film. The life and work
in the rich nitrate deposits of the Atacama desert of Chile, Shows
modern mining methods.
OSLO HORIZONTE.
18 min sd loan CIAA 19UU* Brazilb planned city with a plan. A
city of over 200,000 inhabitants, unique in that less than fifty
years ago, before a single house or street was built, ccmplete
plans for its building were drawn up. Noted now for its progres-
siveness and modomess. Located in a section rich in mineral
resources.
i
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Films for Economic Geography Central and South America
BOLIVIA.
20 rain sd loan CIAA 19^5. Study of the country showing a marked
variety of geographic, climatic and productive conditions
j
stresses the production of tin and mentions rubber, quinine and
the coca leaf and the way they effect the people of the area.
BRAZIL.
10 rain sd loan CIAA 19ld. Shows all the steps for harvesting and
shipping coffee. Visits to Rio da Janeiro, Santos and Sao Paulo.
BRAZIL.
11 min sd $$0 EBF 19U0. A geographical orientation to Brazil* s
vast extent, its regional contrasts, its coast cities, and its
coffee growing area, its peoples, it.3 educational and religious
activities.
BRAZIL.
13 rain sd rent $3 March of Time 19UU. Shows the physical grandeur,
the advances made by the country, and the possibilities of future
trade between Brazil and the U.S.
THE BRIDGE.
30 min sd loan CIAA 19U1;. A picture of the life of the people of
Latin America and the part which air transport will play in their
future.
BUENOS AIRES AND MONTEVIDEO.
10 ndn sd loan CIAA 19id. A tour through these two Capital cities,
BY HIGHWAY TO THE CANAL.
22 rain si color loan Pan An Union. From Mexico to Panama by highway
with some views from an airplane as it flies over the area. Slews
markets, natives, local customs, and other scenes along the highway
from Laredo to Panama.
CENTRAL AMERICA (CARIBBEAN REGION—11)
11 ndn sd $5>0 EBF 19Ut. A documentary film about the geography and
climate of Central America with scenes on the types of people,
economic activities, and interdependence with the rest of the world.
CHILE.
11 ndn sd $£o EBF 19id. The mountains, deserts, glaciers, mines,
ports, p' storal areas, and a large estate in the agricultural
region of the country, and the city of Santiago.
COFFEE-FROJI BRAZIL TO YOU.
20 ndn sd Io n Pan Am Union 1938# Sponsored by A&P Food Stores.
Shows the coffee producing countries, how coffee is grown and
processed from the time the land is cleared for the planting of
the coffee trees to the packaging of the finished product.
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COFFEE, THE PRIDE OF COLOMBIA.
20 min sd color loan Y1SCA 191*1. Produced by A1P. A travelog of
Colombia plus hovr coffoe is grown, processed, and shipped to the
U, S.
COLOMBIA.
10 rain sd loan CIAA 191*2 . Scenes of Cartagena, Bogota, and Barranqu-
illa with a great deal of attention to coffee growing.
COLOMBIA AND VENEZUELA (CARIBBEAN REGION—111)
11 rain sd $f?0 EBF 19ul*. Shows the human and econcaoic geography,
topography, and climate . The types of people and their work
—
farming, raining, shipping, manufacturing. Their world trade is
shown on animated maps.
COLOMBIA, CROSSROADS OF THE AMERICAS.
2? rain sd loan CIAA 19l*2. Topography, religious life, and city life
in Bogota. Shows the importance of social status of individuals
in the city, in enjoying the shops, the movies, the universities,
etc# Shows the transportation
,
coffee growing, and oil drilling.
COSTA RIGA—COFFEE DEMOCRACY.
10 rain sd rent $1.50 DeV. Covers a coffee plantation, harvesting,
processing, shipping, home life of workers, schools and hospitals
of the region,
DUTCH GUIANA.
10 lain sd loan Netherlands I Bur. A 20th Century Fox film. Scenery,
population, industries, and folklore of Surinam.
FUNDO IN CHILE,
20 min sd loan CIAA 19liU# Produced by Julien Bryan. Contrasts
new and old farming methods of Chile. Good scenes of peasants and
children
.
ISLANDS OF THE WEST INDIES.
11 rain sd apply TFC. A Columbia film. The narrative of the film
gives the history and importance of the islands. A travelogue of
the islands and their value to the defense of the area.
LAND AND FREEDOM.
10 min sd $36 rent $1.50 B&H 19l*2, Analysis of purest form of
feudalism found in western hemisphere, and review of over a cen-
tury of social struggle for the emergence of a modem Mexican
nation.
LAND OF MEXICO.
11 min sd EBF $f>0, A factual outline of the physical aspects of
the country and of the nation's agriculture and market places.
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LIKE FROM YUCATAN.
10
rain sd color loan CIAA 19i*l. Tolls the story of how the
planters of Yucatan provided sisal hemp ?<hen it could no longer
be secured fro® Pacific sources.
NETHEIMBS--AHEKICA.
10 min sd color $60 rent $3 apply Netherlands I Bur. Dutch West
Indies and Dutch Guiana in regards to their people and industries.
NEW NSTHEHLANDS IN AMERICA—DUTCH WEST INDIES.
10 min sd rant $1.3>Q DeV. Shows the importance of modem industry
in the Dutch possessions of Dutch Guiana, Aruba, and Curacao.
Shows the oil refineries and harbors.
OUR NEIGHBORS DOWN THE ROAD.
U3 ndn sd color loan CIAA 191*2. A motor car trip along the route
of the Pan-American Highway fro® Caracas to Saniago, Buenos Aires,
and Rio de Janeiro with a 3ide trip to the Strait of Magellan.
PEOPLE OF MEXICO.
11 min sd &?0 EBF 1939. The origin, history, and present status
of the people of Mexico. Chiefly about the people in the rural
areas. Shows their methods of com harvesting, home-building,
beverage preparation, potter-making, and handicraft work. Shows
the barter conducted in the village market stalls.
PERU.
11 ndn sd $$0 EBF 19l*l. Ruins of pre-Inca and Inca civilizations,
contemporary family life in an Indian village, modem Peruvian
industries—copper mining, oil refining, cotton and sugar cane,
urban life in the city of Lima.
PERU'S COASTAL REGION.
10 min sd color loan CIAA 19Ui. A study of Peru’s Pacific coastal
plain—its cities, its agriculture, and the life of its people.
REAL CARIBBEAN.
10 rain sd $36 rent $1.£0 color $72 rent $3 B&H 19U2. Tries to
bring out the economic and social background of the region.
SAG PAULO.
20 ndn sd loan CIAA 19iil*. A study of progress in Brazil* s second
largest city. A cross-3ection of the modern South America with
its industry, commerce, art, architecture, and trends in education,
SCHOOLS TO THE SOUTH.
12 ndn sd loan CIAA 19U3. A view of schools in Latin America,
showing the similarities between their schools and ours.
/-
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SOUTH CHILE.
18 min sd loan CXAA 19li5>. Shows the glacial scenery, the story of
sheep raising of the southern most part of South America.
THIS IS ECUADOR.
30 min sd loan CIAA 19h2. The strategic importance of the Gal-
apagos Islands, an analysis of Ecuador 1 s resources, architecture
,
and influence of the past.
VENZUELA MOVES AHEAD*
ItO min sd color loan CIAA 19U3. Produced by Julian Bryan. An
analysis of Venezuela from an historical, econondc and geographic
viewpoint. The country is divided into the coastal plains, the
Andes, the Llanos, and the Guiana Highlands. Animated maps are
used. The oil industry is described in detail. The city of
Caracas 13 seen.
WEALTH OF THE ANDES.
20 min sd loan CIAA 19i4l. Shows the Caro do Pasco mining district
in the Andes in Peru. Copper and lead mining. Trip to the area
by the Central Railway of Peru, one of the greatest engineering
feats of the times,
WEST INDIES (CARIBBEAN REGION—1)
10 min sd $£0 E3F 1914*. Traces the historical daveloptaent -aid
economic geography of the Islands, Exports, imports, agriculture,
and suggestions of their future importance.
YOUNG URUGUAY.
13 rain sd loan CIAA 1914;. Scenes of the primary schools, rural
schools and secondary schools.

FILMS FOR ECONOMIC GEOGRAPHY
- Regional Geography -
- Europe -
ALONG THE LIFE LINE OF THE BRITISH EMPIRE.
II min si/sd $8,75/$17.50 rent $1/$1.50 Nu-Art 1938. A trip from
India through the Suoz^ioditerrr.noan-li'braltar to England by boat.
BELGIAN CITIES.
1 r si $25 rent $1 B&H. The following cities are soon: Bruges
with Its lacemaking, Ostend Ith its fishing fl:et, Antwerp with
its seaport, Brussels with its government buildings, and liege
with its industrial ap^arance,
BIG CITY.
III rain sd $1L rent 500 BIS 19ii0. Life in the city of London
during the day and night. Scenes of the transportation system of
the city.
BREMEN-KEY TO SEVEN SEAS.
10 rain sd rent $1.50 B&H 1938. The story of the German city of
Bremen from its founding to its rise as a great seaport before
the war. Shows the way a city starts and grows.
BBAI3 OF FRANCE.
1 r sd apply TFC. a 20th Contury-Fox film. Shows a crosscut of
peasant life in Brittany and Normandy.
BYWAYS OF NSW FRANCE.
10 rain sd loan Quebec TB 19i4l* An imaginary trip through the
Province of Quebec showing the similarities to France. The life
and agriculture of the section is s sown.
CANALS, TULIPS, AND WINDMILLS.
8 rain sd rent $1.50 MI. Holland scenery, customs, transportation,
industries.
CANALS OF ENGLAND.
22 min sd $85 EBF 1938. ‘Ihe origin, Development, and present status
of canal transportation in England.
A CITY REBORN
.
22 rain sd rent 75$ BIS 19ii5. The rebuilding of Coventry, England
after its annihilation by the Nazi airforce. The problem facing
all Europe tod($y.
COAST OF CATALONIA.
1 r sd apply TFC. A 20th Century Fox production. Life in Catalonia
and Its fishing industry, views of Barcelona. Prior to Spains Civil
War.
.
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EuropeFilms for Economic Geography
CONQUEST OF THE ALPS.
2 r ad $5>0 Hoffberg I9I4O. Covers the Bernice Alp region. Shows
tiie Blue Lake famed for its heavy lime content. Cattle grazing,
methods of transportation, the ice fields, and sane of the flowers
of the region.
COUNTRY TOflN.
16 min sd rent 750 BIS 191*5. The portrait of an old English
market town. As the center of an agricultural area, the work of
the town in connection with buying and soiling of agri cultural
products, dome of the pastimes of the people of the area.
CROFTERS.
2h min sd $25 rent 750 BIS 19UI*. Scenes of the highlands of Scot-
land. The life of the farmer (crofter) in that area. Scenes of
sheep-gathering, shearing, dipping, peat cutting, etc.
CZECHOSLOVAKIA.
10 min si/sd $l5/$27 rent $1/$1.50 Pictorial 1936. Summarizes the
customs, dress, history, industries, people, dances, and scenes of
Prague and the Tatra Mountains.
DENMARK.
15 min si $21* EBF 193U. Typical farm life in Denmark, the mruiu-
facturing of matches, chocolate candy, and Danish porcelain,
DUTCH TRADITION.
2? min sd loan Owl $22 .?U BraF 191*3. The rise of modem Holland,
its cultural development and its industrial progress in time of
peace as in comparison with the damage done by the Nazis. &lso
shows the East Indies in regards to their peoples and industries.
FINLAND.
15 min si $21* EBF 1935. Views of Helsingfors, the capital; lumber,
pulp industry, waterpower, country life, dairy industry, canals,
saliaon fishing, sports, and us© of ice breakers in the harbor.
GSM OF THE SEA.
1 r sd apply TFC. A 20th Century Fox film. A quick glimpse of
Ireland including Dublin.
GERMANY--BERLIN.
15 min si $21* EBF 1939. Modes of transportation, street scones,
museums, parks as they appeared before being destroyed by the war.
GERMANY—INDUSTRY.
1 r si $21* EBF I9I4O. Various phases of industrial life; ship-
building, shipping, canal transportation, Zeppelin construction,
use of gliders, etc. State labor service for young men. Prewar.
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GERMANY-RURAL LIFE.
1 r si $2k EBP 1939. Peasant farming in Genaany by primitive
methods and large scale farming ith modern machinery. State
labor service for girls. Family life in Bavaria. Prewar Germany.
HUNGARY.
19 min si &2U EBF 193U. Shows primitive and modem agricultural
methods, primitive transportation, the fishing, mining, sugars
bolt, and steel industries, Budapest, and educational opportunities.
IRISH PASTORAL.
I r ad apply TFC. A 20th Century Fox film. Available only to
schools. A glimpse of Ireland tlirough representative scenes.
ISLAND PEOPLE.
II min sd $11 rent $00 BIS 19Ul. The location of Great Britain,
its boundaries and its population, some of their jobs and the way
that the people live.
LAND OF INVENTION.
12 min si $12 rent 90$ BIS 19U1. A trip around Scotland to visit
tlie birthplaces of Y/att, Murdoch, Macadam, Uasnyth, Ueilson,
Tilford, Henry Bell, Lord Kelvin, Stevenson, Alexander Bell, and
Simpson. Present day examples of their inventions are shown.
LAND OF MY MOTHER.
2li min sd oolor Gut 19UU. Previously called VISIT POLAND. A
trip around pre-war Poland with narration by Bvo Curia. Explana-
tion of the charm of Poland and the progress of her industy.
LONDON*
19 min si $2U EBF 1935* Shows the significance of the city»s
location and the network of communications connecting the world-
wide British Empire. Routine of business life in the city and
some of its landmarks.
im Moscow.
10 min sd $36 rent $2 BraF 19ij0. A closeup study of the capital
allowing prewar building of factories, apartments, government
buildings, parks and the new subway.
NEW TOwNS FOR OLD.
7 min sd $8,90 rent 90# BIS 19U3. An appeal for cammunity plan-
ning in the rebuilding of destroyed cities after the war. Com-
pares poor living conditions of industrial districts to living
conditions of planned towns.
NORWAY—LAND OF THE MIDNIGHT SUN,
10 min sd apply TFC available only to schools. The effect of
limited resources on life in Norway, Pictures the mountains and
fjords. Seme scenes of a community of Laplanders
.

Films for Economic Geography Europe
OE*R HILL AND DALE.
17 min sd $50 rent $2 B&H The life and work of a Scottish shep-
herd on the treeless and ^windswept grassing lands in Scotland.
ONE DAI IN SOVIET RUSSIA.
55 min sd rent $25 Rent to schools $15 BraF 19bX. Ninety-seven
Cameramen spread over USSR give various views of Russia. Narrated
by Quentin Reynolds.
POLAND.
1 r si $2U EBF 1939. Government buildings; street scenes, shops,
traneportation, parks, housing projects, architectural styles,
£Lnc refining, agriculture, peasant life, schools, activities at a
Baltic seaport.
POLAND.
10 min sd $27 rent $1.50 Gut 1939. Three parts of Poland* Gdynia,
Warsaw, and the Carpathians, A social studies picture on the
people of the country.
PORTRAITS OF PORTUGAL.
1 r sd apply TFG. A 20th Century Fox film. The art and industries
of Portugal with a sequence on the making of port wine.
PORTUGAL.
12 rain sd rent $3 March of Time, A study of Portugal including
economic and iocial aspects of tho country,
PRICE OF FREEDOM.
18 rain sd loan Polish I Center, Story of the development of the
Polish port, Gdynia, from a small fishing village to an ultra-
modern port. Ends with invasion of 1939.
RED REPUBLIC.
10 min sd $27 rent $1.50 Gut 1937. A RKQ Van Beuren production by
Margaret Bourke-White. Shows the modernisation of land around
Baku on the Caspian Sea, the wine country of Georgia, and the
great Dneiper Dam.
REPORT FROM RUSSIA.
8 rain sd loan OWI $6.U5 Castle 19h2, Stows the people of Russia
working on farms, in industry, and the taking of shelter during a
German air raid.
ROAMm 1 THE NETHERLANDS.
1 r sd apply TFG. A 20th Century Fox film. Views of some of the
cities, the countryside, and the people of the Netherlands as they
were before the second world war.
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EuropeFilms for Economic Geography
RUSSIA.
b$ rain si $72 EBF 1937. Glimpses of Moscow, Leningrad and industry
as well as tha development of agriculture. The people, public
buildings, city conditions, factories, and farms.
SCOTLAND SPEAKS.
21 min sd $22 rent 73 v BIS 19Ul. The war effort put forth by the
Scottish people. Scotland* s farms, industries, and sheep go to
war. In closing there are short speeches in local dialects by
a fisherman, coal miner, steel worker, housewife, and shepherd.
STRICKEN PENINSULA.
15 min ad rent 75$ BIS. A graphic description of the destruction
left in the wake of war and what is needed for reconstruction.
Shows the work done by the Allies in restoring health and freedom
to Naples, and southern Italy.
SWEDES AT WORK AND PLAY.
22 min si/sd rent $l/$1.50 STIB 19U1. A simple factual picture of
the people of Sweden at work and play.
SWEDISH INDUSTRIES.
22 min sd rent $1.50 STIB 19Ul. An outline of the people of
Sweden and of their varied occupations. Agriculture, mining,
manufacture of steel, silverworking, glass blowing, glass engraving.
THIS WAS MODERN POLAND,
11 min sd $36 rent $1.50 B&H 19U2. Made just before the Nazi
invasion showing Poland* s cultural life, her steel mills, coal
mines, farms, and factories.
WORKADAY FRANCE.
15 min si $25 rent $1 B&H 1939* Fishermen of Brittany, Norman
farmers, Parisian iron and jewelry workers, lacemakers of Lyons,
perfume industry of the Riveria, with an export shipment going
to New York.
£
FILMS FOR ECONOMIC GEOGRAPHY
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- Africa -
BACKWARD CIVILIZATION.
22 min sd $85 EBF 1937* A survey of life among the Berbers of
North Africa showing their daily life, handicraft, primitive
agricultural methods, customs, and superstitutions. Compares
them with those of the people in industrialised areas,
DIAMONDS IN THE ROUGH.
1 r ad TFC. A 20th Century Fox film. Shows diamond mining in
the De Beers open diamond mine in South Africa.
LAST OF THE PAGANS.
15 min sd rent $3 NYU. Excerpts from a HGM film. Shows the
methods of securing native labor for work in the government phos-
phate mines in French Polynesia.
LIBERIA—AFRICA'S ONLY REPUBLIC.
15 min sd $36 rent $1.50 B&H. Interesting scenes of life in
Liberia showing some similarities to our way of living and some
things that are different. Among the industries is the rubber
industry of Firestone showing the plantations.
SHIP OF THE DESERT.
8 min si $12 EBF 1933* The camel and its work in the desert waste
lands. Scenes of Arabs, camels and their young, caravans, and an
oasis.

FILMS FOR ECONOMIC GEOGRAPHY
- Regional Geography -
- Asia and Australia -
no/
AMONG THE HARDWOODS.
11 min sd $10 rent 73>0 Australian Hfid Bureau 19hZ. Shows the
lumbering industry of Australia.
AUSTRALIAN CITIES AND INDUSTRIES.
n rain sd $36 rent $1 B&H 19lt0. A Oarvoth -ells lecture film.
Visits to Sydney, Melbourne, Adelaide, Perth, and Broome. Trips to
a sheep ranch, logging carp, and the pearl industry.
CHANGING FACE OF INDIA.
11 rain sd $12 rent T?$ BIS 19k2. Shows the impact of Western
social customs and scientific advance on Indian life in village
s
and cities from a British point of view.
CHINA—FIRST TO FIGHT* 19h3.
Ik rain sd $10 rent $0$ United China Relief 19l3« Opens in modem
China* showing advances made in modem cities and iniustries.
Shows invasion by the Japs, the moving of the industries and schools
to the interior. Phases of relief work being done.
COAL FROM NEW ZEALAND'S ALPS.
12 rain sd loan New Zealand legation 19UU. Begins with a panorama
of the Southern Alps of N.Z. Gives the story of the miners of coal
of this region showing their family and social life.
FIVE FACES.
30 min sd $81 rent $U.!?0 Gut 1938* The ways in which the five
races in Malaya live and work. Emphasizes the part each race plays
in developing the region. Raising rice and miring tin are shown.
Film does not deal with conflicts between the races.
GLIMPSES OF THE NEAR EAST.
1£> min si $2k EBF I9I4O. Scenes of modern Syria, Iraq, and Iran
along the course of the ancient trade or silk route which was
between Europe and Asia. A bazaar, simple labor saving machinery,
vieaving of rugs, modem air and rail transportation
,
street scenes,
a modem department store, classroom scenes.
GOOD EARTH.
Excerpt. 13 rain sd rent $1.5>Q NYU. Deals with the ravages of
famine in China as regards one Chinese village,
HERE IS CHINAS 19&U
26 rain sd $2$ rent SO$ United China Relief 1914s. A portrayal of
Chinese life, customs and pursuits of peacetime. Farming, fishing,
industry, sports, festivals, city life, rural life, schools,
hospitals. Narrator - Clifton Fadiraan.

Asia and AustraliaFilms for Economic Geography
HIGH3TAKES IN THE EAST.
ID min sd $17.50 rant $1.25 color $60 rent $3 BraF 191*2, Shows
the vital importance of the Netherlands East Indies to the peace-
and wartinte oconomy of the United Nations. Land, people, indus-
tries, oil, quinine, hemp, rubber, tea, coffee, etc. and its relation
to us.
INDIA.
12 rain sd rent $3 March of Time. A study of India, including the
economic and social aspects.
ISLES OF THE EAST.
9 min sd apply TFC. A 20th Century Fox film. The countries of
Srnatra and Java are shown. The people, agricultural mettiods
used in growing and harvesting rice, primitive means of work:,
and views of Batavia.
MADE IN INDIA,
12 min sd $12.50 rant ?5£ BIS 19h2. A survey of India’s factories
and handcrafts and their contribution to the war effort,
MANILA.
15-11 min si/sd $8.75/$17.50 Nu-Art 191*2. Traces the evolution of
Manila’s modem import;mce as a center of Pacific commerce and com-
munication. SIkjws points of interest and gives an idea of the
life and activities of the region,
PEOPLES OF WESTERN CHINA—FARMERS OF FORT! CENTURIES.
11 rain sd $50 EBF 19l*0. Shows the influence of habits and customs
on present day 0hina. Methods of agriculture, irrigation, and
the culture and use of bamboo, representative arts and crafts,
methods of transportation, and engineering skills, etc.
PHILIPPINE ISLANDS.
15 lain si color $2i* EBF 191*2. Life and activities of the islands
i mediately preceding America’s entry into the war. A brief
treatment is given to the industries.
PRECIOUS LAND—A 3T0HX OF FARMING IN JAPAN.
10 min sd rent $1.25 YMCA 19h0. Scenes of intensive agriculture,
typical farmhouses inside and outside, scenic views.

VIII, Key to code of film sources
Aetna
Aetna Casualty and Surety Company, Hartford, Conn,
Am Can
American Can Company, 230 Park Ave., New York, N.Y.
Am Inst of Baking
American Institute of Baking
9 Rockefeller Plaza, Now York, N.Y.
Am Inst of Steel Construction
American Institute of Steel Construction, Inc,
101 Park Avenue, New York, N.Y.
Am Potash
American Potash Institute
1155 16th St. H.W., Va3hington, D. C,
Am Viscose
American Viscose Corporation
350 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y.
Australian N & I Bur
Australian News and Information Bureau
610 Fifth Avenue, New York 20, N.Y,
Automobile Manuf Assn
Automobile Manufacturers Association
Transportation Building, Washington, D. C.
Barr
Arthur Barr Productions, 602 Summit Avenue, Pasadena 3> Cal.
Bates
Bates Manufacturing Company, 30 Vesey St., New York, N.Y.
Beil
Bell Telephone Company of Pennsylvania
Motion Picture Bureau, Philadelphia, Pa.
BBVA
Business Education Visual Aids, Dept. 15c
330 W 72d Street, Now York, N.Y.
BFS
Bailey Film Service, 1651 Cosmo St., Hollywood 28, Cal,
holt N. Qoocte&n Ave., Urbana, 111.

DScH
Bell & Ho.'QH Company
1801-1815 Larclmont Ave., Chicago 13, 111.
30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York, N.Y.
716 N. LaBrea Avo,, Hollywood, Oal.
1221 G St., NW, Washington, D. C,
(For branch library locations consult local telephone direc-
tories under Filnosound library.)
Distributors for CIAA and Gift, films
BIS
British Information Services
30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, H.Y.
B&Q
Baltimore & Ohio Railroad
Director of Public Relations, Baltimore, Md.
BSA
Boy Scouts of America, 2 Park Ave., New York, N.Y.
BraF
Brandon Films, Inc,, 1600 Broadway, New York 19, N.Y.
Bray
Bray Pictures Corporation, 729 Seventh Ave., New York, N.Y.
Business Films, Inc.
Business Films, Inc., 2153 K St., NW, Washington, D.C.
COBB
Curriculum Center for Business Education
John Hay High School, 2075 East 107th St., Cleveland, Ohio
Cal
University of California, Extension Division
Dept, of Visual Instruction, 301 California Hall, Berkeley, Cal.
819 Hillsireet Bldg., 8l£ S. Hill Street, Los Angeleslh. Cal
Calvin
Calvin Conpany, 26th and Jefferson Sts., Kansas City, Mo.
Janada
National Film Board of Canada, Ottawa, Canada
8I4 E. Randolph St., Chicago, 111.
Castle
Castle Films, RCA Bldg., Rockefeller Center, New York 20, N.Y.
Field Bldg., Chicago, 111
.5 Ru3S Bldg., San Francisco, Cal.
Distributor for OVJI films. Accompanying each Office of Educa-
tion film and correlated with it are a silent filmstrip and an
instructor's manual. The price of each filmstrip is $1; the
manual is given with each purchase of filmstrip or motion
picture. The film, filmstrip, and manual is an integrated
“visual aids unit" for more effective teaching.

Chicago
Chicago Board of Education Film Council
228 N. LaSalle St., Chicago 1, 111.
Chicago Tribune
Chicago Tribune, Public Service Bureau
1 3* Dearborn 3t., Chicago, ELI.
CIAA
Office of Inter-American Affaire
iilii Madison Avenue, New York 22, N.Y.
Cinelab
Ginolab, Inc., 33 W* 60th St., New York, N.Y.
CL
Cooperative League, 167 W. 12th 3t., Nevir York, N.Y.
Coronet
Coronet Productions, Glenview, ELI.
Dairy Council of St. Louis
Dairy Council of St. Louis, I4O3O Chaubeau Ave., St. Louis, Mo.
Damrow
Damrow Brothers Co., 196-218 Western Ave., Fond du Lac, wis.
DeV
Hemai A. DeVry, Inc*, 1111 Arrr&tage Ave., Chicago 12±, 111,
Douglas Fir Plywood Assn
Douglas Fir Plywood Association
301 Tacoma Building, Tacoma, 'Washington
Du Pont Rayon Div
Du Pont de Nemours & Company, Rayon Division
Empire State Building, mm York, N.Y.
Ea
Sastin luram Pictures, 707 Putnam Bldg., Davenport, {Bowa
Eastin Pictures, Inc,, Colorado Springs, Colorado
luBF
Encyclopaedia Britannica Films, Inc,
20 N. Wacker Drive, Chicago, 111,
Eborhard Faber
Eborhard Faber Pencil Company,
37 Greenpoint Ave., Brooklyn 22, N.Y.
Educ Film 3erv
Educational Film Service
180 North Union St., Battle Creek, Michigan

EFLA
Educational Film Library Association
b$ Rockefeller Plaza, Now York, N.Y.
KPS
Edited Pictures System, Inc., 330 W, k2d St., New York, N.Y.
Farm Credit Admin
Farm Credit Administration, Kansas City, Mo.
FF
Forma Films Inc,, 8913 Sunset Blvd., Los Angeles, Cal.
FH
.
Fattier Hubbard Educational Films, University of Santa Clara
Santa Clara, Cal., 188 W, Randolph St,, Chicago 1, 111.
51
Films, Inc,
330 W, L2d St., New York 18, N.Y.
64 E. Lake St,, Chicago, 111,
31U SMI Ninth Ave., Portland, Ore.
1709 8th St., Los Angelos, Cal.
Distributor for CIAA and (Ml films.
511m Associates Company, I1U0 E. Scliantz Ave., Dayton 9, Ohio
Freeport Sulphur Co.
Freeport Sulphur Co.
I8OI4 American Bank Bldg,, Now Orleans, La.
Frith
Frith Films, P.0. Box £6f?, Hollywood, Cal.
Ganz
Y/Hliam J. Ganz Co., hP e, U9th St., New York, N.Y.
(Hi
General Motors Corporation,
Broadway at f?7th St,, New York 19, N.Y.
Greenwich PS
Motion Picture Glass, Public Schools, Greenwich, Conn.
Gregg
Gregg Publishing Co., 270 Madison Ave., New York, N.Y.
Goodyear
Goodyear Tiro & Rubber Company, Inc.
Motion Picture Department, Akron, Ohio

116/
Out
Walter O, Gutlohn, Inc
2$ W. U5th St., New York 19, N.Y.
19 La Salle St., Chicago, 111.
Distributor of CIAA and OWI films.
Harmon
Hannon Foundation, lijO Nassau St., New York, N.Y.
Harvard
Harvard Film Service, School of Education
Lawrence Hall #lt, Cambridge 38, Mass.
Haselton
Guy D. Haselton, 7936 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood 1*6, Cal.
Heinz
H.J. Heinz Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Hoafler
Paul L. Hoefler, 612^ S. Ridgeley Drive, Los Angeles 36, Cal.
Hoffberg
Hoffberg Productions, Inc., 620 Ninth Ave., New York 18, N.Y.
Homasote
Homasote Company, Trenton, N.J. (John E. Kahle, Jr.)
Ideal
Ideal Pictures Corporation
(Home Office) 28 E. Eighth St., Chicago 5, 111.
Ill Central
Illinois Central Railroad
135 East Eleventh Place, Chicago, 111.
(A. W. Eckstein, Advertising Agent)
Int Harvester
International Harvester Company, Inc.
180 N. Michigan Ave, Chicago, 111.
Inst of Life Ins.
Institute of Life Insurance, 60 E. i*2d St., New York, N.Y.
Jam-Handy
Jam Handy Organization, 2900 E. Grand Blvd., Detroit, Mich,
Kan
University of Kansas, Bureau of Visual Instruction
Lawrence, Kansas.
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KC
Kansas City Safety Council, Dwight Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
Ken
University of Kentucky, Lexington 29, Kentucky
Knowledge Builders
Knowledge Builders, 625 Madison Ave., New York 22, N.Y.
LIP
Lenauer International Filins
357 West 55th St., New York, N.Y.
(Rosalind Kossoff
)
Mahogany
Mahogany Association, Inc., 75 2. Wasker Drive, Chicago 1, 111.
March of Time
March of Time, 369 Lexington Ave., New York, N.Y.
Mich G
Michigan Department of Conservation, Educational Division
Lansing 13, Michigan
Milk Indus Found
Milk Industry Foundation, Chrysler Bldg., New York, N.Y.
Milwaukee Rd
Milwaukee Road, Passenger Traffic Department
796 Union Station, Chicago, 111.
Mitchell
Stuart Mitchell, Westwood High School, Westwood, Cal.
MMA
Museum of Modem Art Film Library
11 W, li3d St., New York, N.Y.
Mod
Modern Talking Picture Service, Inc.,
9 Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, N.Y.
Mutual Orange Distributors
Mutual Orange Distributors, Redlands, Cal.
Nat Dairy
National Dairy Council, HI N. Canal St., Chicago 6, 111.
Nat fertilizer assn
National Fertilizer Association
616 Investment Bldg., Washington, D. C.
-»
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NAM
National Association of Manufacturers
lh W. U9th St., New York, N.Y.
j
HOC
North Carolina Dep rtment of Conservation and Development
Box 231, Raleigh, N. C.
NICCS
Bureau of Information, New York City Civil Service Commission
299 Broadway, New York, N.Y.
Netherlands I Bur
Netherlands Information Bureau
10 Rockefeller Plaza, New York, N.Y.
New Haven
Department of Audio-Vis ial Education,
Winchester Ave. at Ivy St., New Haven, Conn.
New Zealand
New Zealand Legation
19 Observatory Circle, NW, Washington 8, D.C.
Non-theatrical
Non-theatrical Pictures Corporation
165 W. i|6th St., New York, N.Y.
Norfolk & Western
Norfolk & Western Railway Company
Advertising Dept., Roanoke, Va.
Nova Scotia Cooperative
Nova Scotia Cooperative, Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada
NY Central
New York Central System, Motion Picture Bureau
Public Relations Departenant, lj66 Lexington Ave., New York 17, N.Y.
NYU
Hew York University Film Library
Washington Sq., New York 12, N.Y.
Distributor of CIAA and OWI films.
Nu-Art
Nu-Art Films, Inc., ll£ W. l£th St., New York 19, N.Y.
Office of Post Master General
Office of Post Master General, Washington, D. C.
OWI
Office of War Information, Bureau of Motion Pictures
Washington 25* D. C.
.
Pan Am Union
Pan American Union, Washington, D. C.
Pear Bur
Oregon^ashingtoiv-California Pear Bureau
605 Union St*, Seattle, Washington
PFC
Princeton Filin Center, I4IO Nassau St., Princeton, N.J.
Pictorial
Pictorial Film Library, Inc,
HKO Bldg., Radio City, New York 20, N.Y.
Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co.
Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co., 632 Duquesne Way, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Pittsburgh P.S.
Pittsburgh Public Schools, Attention Director of Guidance
Bellefield Avenue at Forbes, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Polish Information Center Films, Inc.
Polish Information Center Films, Inc.
7il$ Fifth Ave., New York, N.Y.
(Attention Vincent Bejtman)
P&S
Photo and Sound Inc., 153 Kearny St., San Francisco, Cal.
Purinton
Robert F. Purinton, UijOWs2d St., San Diego, Cal.
Quebec TB
Quebec Tourist and Publicity Bureau
U8 Rockefeller Plaza, New York, K.Y.
RFA
Religious Film Association, Inc,
297 Fourth Ave., New York, N.Y.
Rothacker
Douglas D. Rothacker, 729 Seventh. Ave., New York, N.Y.
Royal Typewriter
Royal Typewriter Company, Inc., 2 Park Ave., New York, N.Y,
Santa Fe By
Santa Fe Railway, 80 E. Jackson Blvd., Chicago, 111.
(A. A. Dailey, General Advertising Manager)
Savings Banks Association
Savings Banks Association of Hew Hampshire
i; Park St., Concord, N.H.
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Sazin
120/
Henry Sazin, 723 Seventh Ave., New York, N.Y.
Shell
Shell Oil Company, $0 W, 5>0th St., New York 20, N.Y.
Social Security Board
Social Security Board, Washington, D.C.
11 W. l*2d St., New York, N.Y.
3TIB
Swedish Travel Information Bureau
630 Fifth Ave., New York, N.Y.
Swift
Swift & Company, Agricultural Research Division, Chicago, 111,
Tanners* Council
Tanners* Council of America, 100 Gold St., New York, N.Y.
Texaco
Texas Company, 135 E, l*2d St., New York, N.Y.
TFC
Teaching Film Custodians, Inc.
25 W. U3d St., New York 18, N.Y.
TVA
Tennessee Valley Authority, Knoxville, Tsnn.
United China Relief
United China Relief, 1790 Broadway, New York, N.Y.
United Fruit
United Fruit Company, Education Department
Pier 3, North River, New York, N.Y.
Univ. of Washington
Dr. August Dvorak, University of Washington, Seattle, Wash.
USBM
United States Department of Interior, Bureau of Mines
Experiment Statical, 1*800 Forbes St., Pittsburgh 13, Pa*
( Louis F. Perry)
U3 Secret Service
US Secret Service, Treasury Bldg., Washington, D.C.
US Steel
US Steel Corporation of Delaware, 1*36 Seventh Ave, Pittsburgh, Pa.
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VGF
Vocational Guidance Films, Inc.
2718 Beaver Ave., Des Moines, 10, Iowa
330 W. U2d St., New York, N.Y.,
751k Ashland Ave., Chicago, 111.
M
Western Electric Co,, Inc., 195 Broadway, New York, N.Y.
Weather Bur
United States Weather Bureau, Department of Commerce
Washington, D.G.
Western Colorfilms
Western Colorfilms, 373k N.B. Chico St., Portland 13, Ore.
Weyerhauser
Weyerhauser Sales Company, First National Bank Bldg.
St. Paul, Minnesota
- YAF
Young America films, Inc., 18 E. klst St., New York 17, N.Y.
YMCA
National Council of Young Men* s Christian Associations
Motion Picture Bureau
3U7 Madison Ave., New York, N.Y.
19 S, LaSalle St., Chicago, 111.
351 Turk St., San Francisco, Cal.
1700 Patterson St., Dallas, Tex.
Distributors of CIAA and OSI films.
York©
Emerson xorke Studio, 35 W. h$th St,, New York 19, N.Y.
&
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